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It is for the sake of helping local soy manufacturersunder -
stand their consumersbetter and narrow the gap of communication
already existed between them , the writer was motivatedto carry out
a systematicand organizedstudy of the soy consumptionwith house -
hold consumersas the target .
The general objectiveof the study is to make a thorough
comparisonf soy consumptionin urban and rural areas of the Colony ,
with more specific objectives of identifying the buying motives and
the buying patterns of soy saruce consumers.
In light of the dearth of secondarydata , the writer was forced
to put a heavy emphasison questionnairesu vey to generate first - hand
materials for statistical analysis . The whole survey was done through
a stratified random sampling and personal interview of 525 households
scatteredacross the Colony . After that , data were compiledand
tabulated through the use of the relevant computer programmes.
The findings are numerous. Among them three stand out as most
significant. First , the successof the importedChina - made soys has
taught local manufacturersa lesson that a blind marketing approach
is doomed to fail . Second , not all demographicvariablesare critical
to the analysis of consumers' patronagemotives and soy consumption.
Only some are influential- - such as family size , income , and education
level . Third , manufacturers' blindness on the inventory situation
of the retailers as well as their reluctanceto grant easy terms to
the latter has produced very undesirableand harmful effect on the
producer - retailer relationship. An immediatereview of this point is
thus urgently needed .
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11.0 INTRODUCTIOI
1.1 Motives and Obiectives of the Studv
1.1.1 Motives of the Study
Soya sauce has long been regarded as a Chinese traditional
product both at home and abroad. As a matter of fact, most of the
delicious Chinese dishes would lose their charm without this taste
agent. In the kitchen and at the dinner table of every Chinese family,
its presence is almost a certainty.
According to the estimate made by the Hong Kong and Kowloon
Sauce and Preserved Fruit Amalgamated Employers Association, the total
local consumption in 1973 was over ten million Hong Kong dollars.
Although this market has proved to be a pretty vast one, it is a pity
that so far no relevant data in association with consumer behavior are
available.
As we all know, the slogan consumer is king (2) is universal-
ly upheld as the most important modern marketing philosophy. The
necessity to satisfy the needs of consumers is imperative for making
a marketing programme succeed. However, here in Hong Kong, producers'
lack of knowledge concerning consumers' backgrounds, their buying
motives and buying pattern is indeed an unbelievable thing. Moreover,
no data related to the market size can be found. Thus, there is simply
2no sufficient information available for reference to aid in maxing
marketing decisions in this industry. Traditionally, when they make
a decision, marketers base it on their experience and predictions.
Undoubtedly, a decision made in this way may not be the best decision
due to the amount of intuitive subjectiveness involved. For example,
if a deliberate price-cut policy is adopted in the hope of capturing
more market share, or a poor-quality soya sauce is manufactured in
order to compete successfully price-wise, the outcome may turn out to
be more harmful if no thorough research is done prior to the employment
of these marketing strategies.
In the 1950's and 1960's, small-scale operation was a common
phenomenon in the field. Some eighty small manufacturing concerns were
scattered all over Kowloon Peninsula and the New Territories. Sales of
each concern were small, and their management philosophy was to increase
productivity rather than to extensively expand their markets.1 Actual-
ly, they bore another function--that of seller,too. They sold
a variety of products along with soya sauce manufactured in their
factories to nearby households and to the community whereAwere located.
Their daily contact with customers enabled them to gather a host of
knowledge about the types of customers and their attributes, especially
their buying habits. At that time, producers knew clearly what their
customers wanted, and they satisfied them. Of course, the job of
Opinions summarized from the interviews with several manufacturers.
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persuading their potential customers and promoting the products was
rather easy then indeed , as one might say , there was no communication
problem between the producer and his customers. However , the whole
picture has changed in the past decade . Competitionbecame acute after
the introductionf both Chinese ( from China Mainland ) and Japanese
Boys onto the market . A large number of smaller concerns gradually
withered away or withdrew from the market either because of feeling
a profit squeezeor sufferingloss . To take advantageof a large - scale
operation , quite a number of surviving manufacturerst nded to raise
more capital , enlarge their factories, and hire more men . They tried
their best to diversifyboth the markets and productsas a means of
welcomingthe challengeof the 70 ' s .
As a result of the market and sales expansion, manufacturersnow
have to deal with a great numberas well as a great variety of customers.
In effect , their marketingdepartmentshave not been able to depend on
daily contact to collect necessarydata from customersas a basis for
making their sales or managementdecisions . Furthermore, for the sake
of increasingthe frequency and efficiency of market activities , middle -
men , such as wholesalersand retailers , have been actively playing their
important role between producers and customers. Hence , the distance
between producersand customerswidened more and more as days go by ,
their communicationturns out to be more difficult , nearly impossible.
Now , marketersare graduallycoming to feel that they we uninformed
and unable to find out what the customersthink and want . This is
a widening gap which would lead to confusion and misunderstanding
betweenproducersand customers. In order to bridge this gap , the
4
writer intends to make a systematic and organized study of the field,
and he earnestly hopes the outcome will be of help to those who are
operating in the field in avoiding, or at least minimizing, the risk
of making wrong decisions.
1.1.2 Objectives of the Study
The general objective of the study is to employ the techniques
of marketing research to study and make a thorough comparison of soya
sauce consumption in both the urban( Hong Kong and Kowloon) and
rural areas( the New Territories) of the Colony. However, the main
objective is to identify the consumer's buying motives and buying
patterns.
From a psychological point of view, motive is an inner state
that energizes, activates or moves, and that directs or channels
behavior towards goals (1). Caused by an individual's needs, it is
a drive--a drive to fullfil that desire. Because motive can direct
a purchaser's behavior, its importance cannot be neglected by the
marketers. It is equally important that producers understand why
some purchasers particularly like to shop in a particular selling
establishment, why they choose a certain brand, why they change their
brand loyalty, and how they use a particular set of criteria to judge
the container capacity, package, quality and price. All this informa-
tion would enable them to work out a sound marketing programme to
successfully market their products.
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On the other hand , different buying patterns suggest different
marketing strategies , such as the selection of promotiontarget , channel
of distribution, level of quality , productioncapacity , transportation
and warehousing. In view of this , the writer will focu 4 speciallyon
such dimensionsa decision makers , purchasers, places to make purchase,
quantity being bought in a certain period of time , and frequencyof
buying in that period .
1 . 2 MethodologyEmployed
1 . 2 . 1 Data Collection
Unfortunately, data or materials about the soya market are very
meager . Taking productiontechniqueas an example, most of the refer -
ence materials are translationsfrom Japanese sources . There are two
major reasons for the meagernessof data : firstly , most of the larger
soya sauce manufacturersstick to their traditional methods of manufact -
uring . They are satisfiedwith what they are doing and don ' t want to
share what they know with their fellow manufacturers- - in fact , they are
generally reluctant to give any informationon their operation , there -
fore , it is notkasyfor a researcherto get anythinghelpful to his
researchfrom them , becausethey are so tight - lipped . Secondly, up
until now a considerablenumber of family - type manufacturingconcerns
still exist in the New Territoriesand in some remote parts of Kowloon.
Statistics released from the Chinese ManufacturersAssociation reveal
that their number is no less than forty , and that their total output is
6
insignificant relative to the total local production and consumption.
Perhaps the most undesirable thing is that they lack a complete set of
documents to record their productions and business transactions. As an
assistant trade officer of the Department of Commerce and Industry put
it,"... so far this Department is still unable to touch these small
firms, and is therefore not being kept informed of what they are doing."
Taking into consideration the incompleteness of secondary data, the
writer decided to employ the techniques of market survey to collect
first-hand materials himself.
The limited amount of time, money and manpower has forced the
writer to narrow his focus on household consumption, which constitutes
the largest portion of the local soya sauce consumption. Institutiona:
consumption units such as restaurants, roadside cooked-food stalls,
safes and school, factory and government canteens, will be studied at
an appropriate time in the future. Below is a concise description of
the study design:
(1) Areas Surveyed
Area A: Urban areas of Hong Kong Island and Kowloon.
Area B: Rural areas of the New Territories.
( for boundary definitions, see Appendix A)
(2) Interviewees
Chinese housewives in the surveyed areas.
7(3) Interview Period
From January 26, 1974 to February 15, 1974--a total of 21 days.
(4) Questionnaire Design
The questions adopted in the questionnaire which is printed in
Chinese are mainly oriented towards the objectives of the study.
The questions are all multiple choice, mostly structured and
non-disguised. 1 Where the interviewee's attitude is involved,
a 5-point Likert Scale is provided. Moreover, the questionnaire
was pretested before being finalized, printed and used to collect
field data.( The English questionnaire is given in Appendix B)
C5) The Recruitment and Training of Interviewers
In addition to two B.A. juniors recruited from the Hong Kong
Baptist College, the writer also invited two of his friends to
form a team of five to carry out the survey. On January 24,
1974, an informal meeting was arranged by the writer to brief
them on the objectives of the survey, the nature and particulars
of the questionnaire used, the way to choose samples, and the
attitude and technique they should employ during the interview.
1Boyd and Westfall (3) feel that questionnaire studies should be
classified in terms structure and disguise:
Questionnaire studied can be conducted either with or without
formal lists of questions...Following a prescribed sequence of
questions is referred to as structured study while the other is
non-structured. Questionnaires can be constructed so that the
objective is clear to the respondent( nondisguised), or they
can be constructed so as to disguise the objective.
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(6) Procedure of Sampling and Sampled Households Distribution
The whole sampling procedure was one of stratified random samp-
ling with the same proportion of items in each stratum( i.e.,
to sample all areas at the same rate) as well as in each sub-
stratum( i.e., to sample all districts at the same rate). The
sample size, sampling fraction, and sample distribution are
shown in Tables 1, 2 and 3 of Appendix C respectively.
(7) House-by-House Interview
The whole field interview was completed in three phases: Phase
I, Kowloon( 9 days) Phase II, Hong Kong Island( 5 days)
Phase III, the New Territories (7 days). Throughout these three
phases each of the five interviewers, including the writer
himself, was responsible for the interview of his designated
districts, and carried out his work independently.
(8) The Interview-Sample








Kowloon 325 97.5%317 317
An100.0%89 89New Territories
560Total 95 .5%536 525
9The reason for the difference between expected sample size and
actual number of interviews is due to the refusal to receive
the interviewers by eight households in Kowloon and sixteen on
Hong Kong side. Two questionnaires from the Hong Kong area were
invalid because of incorrect recording made by the interviewers.
Another nine questionnaires from the New Territories were also
regarded as invalid, because these nine families interviewed
declared that they made their own soy for their family's
consumption.
1.2.2 Data Analysis
Questionnaires collected from the field survey were all coded
in the form of punch card, and related computer programmerere designed
to tabulate the relevant tables for analysis. The statistical approach
with emphasis on percentage and frequency interpretation, and the
Chi Square analysis is the chief method used to analyse the tables
presented.
1.3 The Soya Sauce Business in Hong Kong
A milestone was reached in the local soy industry upon the
arrival of both Chinese and Japanese competitors some ten years age,
said Mr. Stanley Y. C. Tam, the Assistant Manager of Koon Chun Soy
Company. Since then, local-made soya have no longer been monopolis-
ing the whole market. Now, the market leader is not the local soya,
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but those made and importedfrom China . Further , a handsomeslice of
the market share is being taken away by the Japanese. "
An unfavourabletrend can be traced in Table 1 - 2 . In the three -
year period from 1970 - 1973 , net importsof which over 90 per cent were
from MainlandChina increaseddrasticallyfrom HK $ 6 , 706 , 853 to
HK $ 12 , 957 , 397 , an increaseof almost100 per cent ! The growthrates
of net importsin these three years are : 1970 - 1971 , 18 per cent
1971 - 1972 , 17 . 5 per cent and 1972 - 1973 , 39 . 3 per cent . Thesefigures
show dearly that the imported soya are gradually gaining quite
a footholdin the local market .
Generally , imported Chinese soya are manufacturedand bottled
in the KwangtungProvinceof China and shipped to the Colony by train ,
while Japanesesoys are broughtin by - sea . Upon arrival , Chinesesoya
have to go through big wholesalerswho are authorizedby the Peking
Authorityto carry Chinese - made food products, before they reach
retailers and consumers. Japanese soya are not distributedin the
Hong Kong market in this manner . They go through either a sole agent
or sole distributorto reach supermarketsand departmentstores , or
the distributionchannels of famous local manufacturerssuch as Amoy
Soy and Tung Chun Soy . The distributionof both importedsot ' s is
similar in one respect : they never go directly to retailers or to
consumersafter being imported .
Faced with the rising challengeimposedby the importedsot ' s ,
large local soy manufacturerst ied to avoid confrontingsevere
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T able1 - 2
I mports, E xports, and R e - pxports, of S oya S auce
in 1 9 7 0 - 1 9 7 3 ( J anuary- N ovember)
V aluein HK $
G rowthR ate
1 9 7 3 1 9 7 3
1 9 7 0 1 9 7 1 1 9 7 2 ( J an. - N ov. ) 7 0 - 7 1 7 1 - 7 2 ( J an. - N ova. )
6 , 9 6 9 , 5 6 9I mports 8 , 2 5 6 , 8 1 2 1 0 , 1 1 7 , 9 4 7 1 3 , 7 9 4 , 5 2 0 1 8 . 5 % 2 2 . 5 % 3 6 . 3 %
E xports 8 , 6 2 1 , 5 1 0 1 0 , 9 1 9 , 6 3 5 1 4 . 7 %7 , 5 1 6 , 4 5 8 4 . 9 %9 , 0 4 1 , 4 2 9 2 0 . 7 %
R e - exports 2 6 2 , 7 1 6 8 1 8 , 8 6 0 8 3 7 , 1 2 8 2 9 . 6 % 1 4 0 . 5 %3 4 0 , 4 6 1 2 . 2 %
N et I mports 6 , 7 0 6 , 8 5 3 1 2 , 9 5 7 , 3 9 2 1 8 . 0 % 1 7 . 5 %7 , 9 1 6 , 3 5 1 9 , 2 9 9 , 0 8 7 3 9 . 3 %
( I mports-
R e - exports)
S ource : D epartmentof C ommerceand I ndustry
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competitionat home and attempted to diversify their products as well
as their markets abroad . Data provided by the Departmentof Commerce
and Industry show that nearly all of them have overseasmarkets in Asia ,
Africa , America ( both North and South ) and Europe . Another surprising
piece of informationis that in terms of sales , their business, includ -
ing a big variety of preservedfruits , canned foods and soya , are
expandingrapidly in foreign markets , while their market shares at home
are shrinking. Table 1 - 2 also depicts the rapid growth in exports in
recent years .
Apart from market diversification, most of the once - famous big
soy manufacturersshifted their production emphasis to other lines of
manufacturersuch as canning and fruit preservation. To them , soy
productionis less important under the present pressure of competition.
Despite the predominanceof imported Chinese soy , local soy manufacturers
still play an importantpart in the market . At least two very large soy
manufacturersstill employ several hundred workers , have adopted improved
methods of production, and are enjoying the continued recognitionof
their brands in the Colony . These soy manufacturershave their own
sales outlets in downtowndistricts of Hong Kong and Kowloon , and also
have their own sales departments responsible for distributing products
directly to retailers . In effect , their sound network of distribution
across the Colony makes them well , though not strongly , entrenchedin
the market.
As mentionedin SectionOne , in spite of the emergenceof , large -
scale operationsand the introductionof imported soys , a considerable
13
number of family-type soy factories are still in operation. Most of
their soy products are unbranded. As in the past, their marketing
activities are confined to direct sales to their neighbours, or to
nearby villages. Possibly one vital factor/is responsible for their
survival: a large number of Chinese restaurants, tea-house, cafes,
and roadside cooked-food stalls like to purchase these soys which are
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2.0 ANALYSIS OF MARKET SHARE AND BRAND SWITCH
2.1 Market Share
2.1.1 The General Concept of Market Share
Market share is the ratio of a company's sales forecast estimate
to the market potential estimate for that industry, or the ratio of its
actual sales to total industry sales (3). The market share is one
frequently used standard or measure of overall sales effectiveness. It
is also frequently used as a goal of the sales effort and as a means of
controlling sales performance. Further, market share information is
also often used as an aid in sales forecasting and is indispensable for
studies of brand loyalty and brand switching (6).
A company wants to know the share of market of its competitors
as well as the condition of its own market share. It will be interest-
ed in knowing which companies in the industry are gaining and losing
customers and from where these gains and losses are coming. A company
will be especially interested in checking the trend of the market share
of its closest rival. If the rival's share is growing relatively
faster than its own, then the company will have to re-examine its own
basic marketing strategies.
There is strong disagreement in the business community about the
values and uses of market share information. The most obvious problem
16
is that while, say, a rise in market share may indicate more sales
than competitors are making, it does not indicate anything about
profits. In other words, what is the cost of getting a larger share?
Perhaps the increase was achieved by giving retailers more discounts,
hiring more men to promote the products, running expensive sales
contests, making more advertising expenditures, or giving more incent-
ives to consumers. In spite of this problem and many others, market
share figures are often used to help make sales forecasts, and to
control and measure marketing effectiveness, because they are relative-
ly simple and easy to understand and are a convenient way of comparing
one company with another.
2.1.2 The Nature of The Market Share
Market share figures can be divided according to sales territor-
ies and product sub-categories (4). Thus while a certain local soy
manufacturer may have a 28 per cent Colony-wide market share, it may be
15 per cent in the New Territories, and 49 per cent in the urban areas
of Hong Kong and Kowloon. On the other hand, its Colony-wide share may
be 31 per cent for product A, 10 per cent for productB, and 13 per
cent for product "C."
2.1.3 Market Share-Is Significant To The Evaluation of A Company's
Sales Performance
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There are at least two reasons that marketing management in all
fields is interested in market share measurement for evaluating perfor-
mance. In the first place, the share-of-market standard implies
a comparison of the company's performance with the average performance
of the other companies in the field, rather than with the performance
of the best companies (2). If management cannot maintain itghare of
market, the implication is that the company_f:s marketing mix or its
implementation is not running smoothly. In the second place, it can
suggest whether changes in company's sales are due to uncontrollable
external environmental forces or weaknesses in the company's marketing
programme. If a company's sales drop, but its share of market remains
unchanged, the implication is that the whole industry was influenced
by the same type of forces (2) (5). These so-called external forces
might be those which affect all competitors equally, such as a general
shortage of raw materials, Colony-wide prosperity or recession, an
industry-wide change in the price structure, and so forth.
2.1.4 The Calculation of the Market Share
The techniques of computing market share are varied and general-
ly focus on what the total market is. In some industries, accurate
measures of total industry sales are available from trade associations,
trade publications, or governmental agencies. For certain other
industries, total sales are easily estimated from published production-
tax or consumption-tax data (5). Store audits and some consumer panels
offer a measure of share of market at the retail level, for certain
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kinds of consumer goods but in other cases, industry sales have to
be estimated informally, sometimes by relying on the judgement of sales
management, and sometimes by obtaining retailers' opinions of individ-
ual customers' past or current usage of the product. The following
studies in connection with the share-of-market trend of several market
giants are based on the consumers' expressions of their present soy
consumption a rough picture of the competition in each surveyed area
will thus be depicted.
2.2 The Competitive Situation of the Local Soy Market
2.2.1 The Major Brands
In Hong Kong, there are less than half a dozen brands considered
to be famous Colony-wide. Among them, two locally made ones are regard-
ed as the market giants of the industry. They are the Amoy Soya Sauce
and the Tung Chun Soy.
Amoy Soya Sauce is one of many products manufactured by the Amoy
Canning Corporation( HK) Ltd. It markets four differnet brandnames--
Amoy Golden Soya Sauce, Amoy Silver Label Soya Sauce, Amoy Blue Label
Soya Sauce and Amoy Yellow Label Soya Sauce--designed for different
stratum of consumers. These four are manufactured with slightly differ-
ent ingredients, labelled and priced mainly to satisfy the taste of
consumers in general, while taking into consideration the financial
capacity of consumers in particular. These four brands have been
19
created primarily to cope with the challenge or true wide diversiricat-
ion of local Boys, and the growing threat of imported soys, especially
those from Mainland China. Amoy Soya penetrates deeply into the Hong
Kong market with a sophisticated channel of distribution and a success-
ful network of selling it is enjoying a growing demand in foreign
markets as well. Each year, the Amoy Canning Corporation( HK) Ltd.
invests quite a handsome amount of money in advertising promotion in
the local mass communication media. Further, it employs a big number
of workers--996 employees in 1973 1, engaged in comparatively advanced
methods of production in many of its product lines, and it concentrates
a good deal on its promotion campaigns. In the research, the writer
selected only two of Amoy's most popular and acceptable soy products--
Golden Soya Sauce and Silver Label Soya Sauce--to make a comparison
with its closest competitors as far as the market share is concerned.
Tung Chun Soy is one of a few products manufactured by the Tung
Chun Soy Company, whose major marketing focus is on overseas markets.
Except for Amoy Soya Sauce, it is one of few local brands still able to
control a significant portion of the market. In its "good gld days",
soy products with Tung Chun' as their brandname dominated the whole
market and met with no really challenging compeititors in the industry
but after the growth in popularity of Amoy Soya, and the market
exploration by imported Chinese and Japanese soys, Tung Chun products
gradually sensed the heavy challenge locally and started to shift their
1Data from the Department of Commerce and Industry.
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market attention overseas. In spite of the change or marxet empnasis
and the mounting pressure of domestic marketing, the company still
maintains a powerful line of sufficiently diversified products,
a strong labor force of 220 employees engaged in production as well as
in marketing functions, and a substantial portion of the market share.
As for distribution and promotion, Tung Chun is far behind its market
big brother--Amoy Soya--and is showing no signs of improvement. For
the research, the writer again selected two of Tung Chun's three
products--Tung Chun Golden Soy and Tung Chun Thin Soy--to evaluate the
company's position in the market.
Apart from the two above-mentioned famous brands, few locally
made soys are as popular, or can capture a significant share of market
as the above two do individually. Moreover, the markets of many of
the small brands are in the rural areas only, and some even actually
do their marketing in their own rural communities. Taking these facts
into consideration, the writer has deliberately combined them as
a group to see if the combined market share of this group has any
significant influence on the market.
So far, the Chinese Soys have been the most successful intruder
into the market. They are marketed here under only one brandname,
Pearl River Bridge Superior Soy, in a one-size bottle container with
a low price. Based on the opinions of several soy manufacturers and of
l Data from the Department of Commerce and Industry.
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the spokesmanof the H ong K ong K owloonS auce and P reservedF ruit
A malgamatedE mployersA ssociation, the writer comes to the preliminary
conclusionthat the imported C hinese soys pose a growing threat to
local manufacturers. I t is not only because they are selling cheaper
than local soys , but also becausehave a vast network of regional
selling , parallel to the channelsof importedC hinese seafoods, dried
foods , canned foods and the merchandiseof daily necessities, to
supporttheir marketingin every corner of the C olony . M oreover , they
have a deep penetrationi to the outlets of display , as supermarkets
and departmentstores , and have a great contact with all walks of life .
E ach year , a substantialsum of the budgetof the big importer- whole -
salers is spent to keep a continuousadvertisingpromotionin the
C hinese newspapers, especiallyin those run by the L eftwingers. S ome
displeased manufacturer- interviewees complained that imported C hinese
soys can undersell theirs , simply because the productionof the former
is backedup by the S tate , as well as its marketingand promoting
activitiesin H ong K ong . T he costs involvedin the productionof
importedC hinese soys are much less relative to those locally made ,
for they are manufacturedon a much larger scale , and labor costs are
far lower . I n the face of the soaringprice of labor costs in H ong
K ong as well as of the materials- - soya beans, sugar, and wheatflour , , - -
most local manufacturers, whether they are big or small , have been
hard hit , and foresee an unhappygrim future ahead of them they are
disappointedwith the G overnment' s present policies to protect them
from being kicked out of the market by the exotic soys .
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J apanesesoys are less fortunatethan their fellow intruder - - the
C hinese soys . C omparingthe two in terms of both quantityof export
and the range of selling coveragein H ong K ong , the J apanesesoys are
in a quite insignificantposition . A n interestingsharp contrast is
that they are selling at a higher price primarily in famous outlets
such as big stores , supermarketsand departmentstores . M aybe the high
price policy makes consumersconjure up an image of J apanese soys as
being more high class than the imported C hinese and locally made ones
S tatisticsreleasedby the H ong K ong K owloonS auce P reservedF ruit
A malgamatedE mployersA ssociationreveal that J apanese soys are seldom
engaged in continuouswaves of advertisingand promotion campaigns .
I nstead , they advocate periodic and intensive promotionactivities .
I n the research, taking into account consumers' knowledgeabout the
brand ' s existence, the writer selectedonly one of the two J apanese
brands on the market here , to assess its market position.
2 . 2 . 2 M arketS hare of the M ajor B randsin T ermsof G eographicalA reas
B ased on the survey data the market shares of the major brands
were calculatedand presentedi T able 2 - 1 and T able 2 - 2 . T able 2 - 1
( see next page ) summarizesth share of market of these brands : F rom
the T able , one can see the convincingevidencethat the importedC hinese
soy - - P earl R iver B ridgeS uperiorS oy - - is takingmorethan half of the
marketshare( 5 4 . 7 per cent ) . I n rural areasof the N ew T erritories,
its share of market is more startling and constructsan overwhelming
portionof the two thirdsof the market( 6 5 . 6 per cent ) . W ith
S uperiorS oy ' s magnitudo6 hrinkinga little in the urbanareas( 5 2 . 8
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T able2 - 1
M arket S haresof the M ajor B randsin T erms
of G eographicalA reas
T unaA moy K ikko
S oya S uperior M an soy C hun
S auce S oy S oyS auce T otalO thers
% %No .No4 No . No . No .% No.%
H ong K ong I sland
and K owloon 1 3 4 11 4 4 5 1 0 0 . 02 3 5 2 . 5 8 . 3 2 8 6 . 33 0 . 1 5 2 . 8 3 7
8 01 1 . 3 1 6N ew T erritories 1 1 . 26 5 . 0 2 2 . 5 2 0 . 0 8 0 1 0 0 . 09 5 2
T otal 1 4 3 2 7 . 2 2 8 7 5 4 . 7 1 2 2 . 3 4 4 8 . 4 1 0 0 . 03 9 7 . 4 5 2 5
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per cent), it still enjoys half of the market share.
Except for its closest and most powerful competitor--Superior
Soy--Amoy Soya comes second and is ranked first among the locally made
soys. Its overall share of market is 27.2 per cent. A surprising
discovery can be made from the Table that Amoy Soya is selling more
successfully in Hong Kong and Kowloon than in the New Territories
( 30.1 per cent Vs 11.3 per cent). Indeed, this fact suggests
a possibility that Amoy's selling or promotional effort in the New
Territories may be not adequate. Nevertheless, its market prospects
in the urban areas are quite promising. Thus, to the writer's opinion,
an even more organized and aggressive marketing effort could net more
market share as a result.
With the market competition deriving from the presence of Super-
ior Soy and Amoy Soya, Tung Chun Soy is lucky to obtain an overall
share of 7.4 per cent. Furthermore, it has proved to be more popular
in the urban areas rather than in the New Territories( 8.3 per cent
Vs 2.5 per cent).
In the Hong Kong soy market, Japanese-made Boys are not so
fortunate as Japan's electronic products. The findings disclose that
Kikko Man Soy Sauce only takes a slice of 2.3 per cent. In fact, such
an insignificant portion. is unlikely to impose any threat at all to the
market leaders.
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The remaining soys represent only an 8.4 per cent share in an
overall sense. But their significance should not be underestimated in
the rural areas. Collectively, they occupy a 20 per cent share in these
parts of the Colony, and impose a direct challenge, though not critical,
to the imported Chinese Boys there. By and large, these unnamed brands
are still entrenched firmly in their rural communities. It is predict-
able that in the years to come their shares of market will lessen in the
face of their lack of marketing and promoting forces, and the mounting
pressure resulting from the accelerating promotion activities of the
big brands. Table 2-2( see next page) gives quite a clear depict-
ion of the market share of each of the major brands in terms of its
chosenroducts.
2.2.3. The Relationship Between Brand Selection and Consumers'
Family Background in Terms of Family Head's Education
Based on the survey data we can trace this relationship in
Tables 2-3, 2-4 and 2-5. The figures and statistics of these tables
lead to the conclusion that Superior Soy is more welcomed by the families
with less educated family heads, while both Amoy Soya and Kikko Man Soy
Sauce are purchased more by comparatively better educated families.
Take primary school and university households for instance: 55.3
per cent of Superior Soy's buyers are from primary school families,
whereas, only 38.9 per cent are from households in which the family
head graduated from universities. To sum up, the figures imply that
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Table 2-2
The Market Share of Each Major Brand
in Terms of Its Chosen Products
T ngTungKikkoAmoyAmoy
Silver Chun ChunManGolden
Golden ThinSova Sova Superior
Sauep± Totalsoy SoySoy Sauce OthersSauce
% No. No.No. No.No. No.No. No. % % %
Hong Kong Island
36 11 4.5 17 445 100,06.38.1 2.5235 52.8 20 28and Kowloon 98 22.0 3.8
11 1.2 1.2 1 80 100.01.3 16 20.02 2.5 8.8New Territories 7 52 65.0
12 4.0 18 44 100.0Total 287 54.E 2.3 217.2 105 20.0 8.43.438 525
Soy
% % % %
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Table 2-3
Brand Selection and Consumers' Family
Background in Terms of Family Head's Education
TungKikkoAmoy
ChunSuperior Man SoySoya
Soy Sauce Sov TotalOthersSauce
% %No. No.No. No. No. No.%
uneducated 13.8 1 1.7 15.5 100.08 63.8 937 5.23 58
primary school 13126.6 100.063 2 0.8 20 8.4 21 8.9 23755 0
secondary school 43 26.1 4.8 118 165 100.06.798 59.4 5 3.0
13 48.2 X8.56 22.2 0 0.0 11.1 100.027polytechnic 5 3
university 15 41.7 14 4 11.1 100.08.3 0 0.038.9 3 36
graduate school 1 1 0 0.0 0 100.050.0 0.0 0 0.0 250.0




Brand Selection and Consumers' Family
Background in Terms of Family Head's Education
( Hong Kong and Kowloon)
TungKikkoAmoy
ChunSuperior Man SoySoya
Soy TotalSoy Otherssauce Sauce
%% No. No. No.No. No.No. %%
10.8 100.018.9 40 0.0 2uneducated 24 64.9 5.47 37
105 1.0 19 16primary school 61 203 100.02 9.451.7 7.930.0
144 100.040 4.04 885 2.827.8secondary school 5.5 759.0
11 45.8 8.40 0.0 20.8 2 24 100.06 25.0 5polytechnic
100.0university 14 11.414 40.0 4 8.640.0 0 0.0 353
1graduate school 1 0.00 0.0 0 0.0 0 2 100.050.050.0




Brand Selection and Consumers' Family
Background in Terms of Family Head's Education
( New Territories)
Amoy Kikko Tung
Soys Superior Man Soy Chun
Sauce Soy Sauce
Soy Others Total
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % No.%
uneducated 1 4.7 13
61.9 1 4.8 1 4.8 5 23.8 21 100.0
primary school 2 5.9 26 76.5 0 0.0 1 2.9 5 14.7 34 100.0
secondary school 3 14.3 13 61.9 1 4.8 0 0.0 4 19.0 21 100.0
polytrchnic 2 66.7 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 33.3 3 100.0
university 1 100.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 1 100.0
graduate school 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 100.0
Total 9 11.2 52 65.0 2 2.5 2 2.5 15 18.8 80 100.0
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both A moy S oya and K ikko M an S oy S auce are winningincreasingrecognit-
ion from the families of a higher educationallevel , while S uperior S oy
is more popular among those less well educated. T his developmentis
less obviousin T ung C hun S oy and other unnamedbrands.
2 . 3 B randS witch
B rand loyalty of both urban and rural soy consumershad been
conciselydiscussedin A ppendixD . T here , we come to the conclusion
that people in the rural areas are inclined to be more loyal to shops
than to brands , but in the urban areas the intensityof consumer' s
loyalty to shops is approximatelythe same as to brands . R eferring to
A ppendixD , we see clearly that 4 5 per cent of the rural households
prefertheir presentbrandsto a new one ( 1 6 . 2 per cent plus 2 8 . 8 per
cent ) , while 5 5 . 7 per cent in H ong K ong and K owloonsay that they will
not changetheir preference( 4 4 . 0 per cent plus 1 1 . 7 per cent ) .
A s for the remaining5 5 per cent of rural areas and the 4 4 . 3 per
cent of H ong K ong and K owloon, this large numberof stick - to - no -
particular - brand households indeed constitutes an excellent opportunity
for the marketingpeople to expand the share of market for their compan -
ies . I t is their inescapabletask to analyse the variablesthat lead
consumersof this type to shift . their purchasesor cause them to make
buying decisions. N ot only can their understandingall these influent -
ial variablesinitiate brand switch in favour of their own company, but
it can result in ways to prevent unstable customersfrom switching
brands. . ( 1 )
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To discover more about their impact on consumers' brand
switching behavior is the writer's main motive in including this study
of the variables in his thesis on consumers' buying behavior. First of
all, let us study how many households have shifted their brand purchases
in the past six months. Table 2-6 which the outcome was based on
Question 6 of the questionnaire used shows that only 17.3 per cent of
the overall households of the Colony changed their taste, or for some
other reasons, began buying another brands in that period of time.
Furthermore, both surveyed areas--urban and rural--more or less follow
the same pattern.
Table 2-6
Brand Shift in the Past Six Months
Yes No Total
No. No. No.% %
Hong Kong Island
and Kowloon 17.1 82.9 44576 100.0369
New Territories 15 18.8 Rn65 81.2 100.0
Total 17.3 434 82.791 100.0525
What causes these consumers to change brands? The interviewers
found discrepancies between interviewees' expressions and their actual
motives for switching brands. In fact, it was clear that some of them
interviewed knew very well the causes leading to their switching to
%
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other brands but were reluctant to tell. Moreover, many of the inter-
viewees had difficulty in identifying their causes for switching brands.
These complications imposed a tremendous handicap on the writer in
exploring their reasons for changing brands. Nonetheless, the writer
decided not to give up such a good chance to uncover something useful
to the marketing people of the soy companies as a basis for formulating
counter-action programmes. Here again, the structured and non-disguised
aDDroach of auestionino is used.
Table 2-7
Factors Causing Consumers to Change Brands
Hong Kong New
Kowloon Territories Total
No. No No.% %
40.0Poor flavour 28 636.8 34 37.3
17 13.322.4 192 20.9Higher price
12 15.8 1520.0 16.53Unreliable quality
Poor service 2 2.6 0 0.0 2 2.2
Unhygiene 0 0.0 I 1 1.16.7
12Often out of stock 15.8 13.32 14 15.4
Others 16.6 6.7 6 6.65
Total 100.0 15 100.0 100.076 91
The outcomes stemmed from Table 2-7 show that 37.3 per cent of
the households changed brands as they felt their former soy had a poor
flavour. Other negative factors that caused them to change brands were
%
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the higher price, unreliable quality and the brand's frequent disappear-
ance from the places they shop. These causes are common in Hong Kong,
Kowloon and the New Territories. Other factors such as poor service and
unhygienic conditions seem to have less influence on their brand switch-
ing behavior.
What are the implications to the marketing people of these
variables in relation to prompting consumers to recondider the brands
they purchase? At this time, they should review the information they
have on their market segment, see if it is correctly defined, if their
pricing policy is workable in the segment, if their marketing logistics
is sound enough to ensure the continuous flow of supply, and if their
advertising promotion is adequate to educate consumers to trust their
products. Besides, their success in capturing more of the market share
will be based on their ability to work out and to incorporate relevant
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3.0 CONSUMER MOTIVATION AND BUYING BEHAVIOR
3.1 Motives
3.1.1 The General Concept of Motive
In an economy where there is stress on the freedom of choice,
those who produce services and goods can not passively place their
wares before the public. There is an additional and dynamic function
to be performed, which is the aggressive seeking to satisfy the needs
and desire of those who purchase and consume the goods and services.
This is the essence of marketing, and its foundation is an insight
into the ways that people think and behave in making choices about the
goods offered to them.
To go further, let us try to understand why consumers behave as
they do. More specifically, we may ask why a person acts at all. Here,
the answer is very simple: because he/she is motivated. In other
words, all behavior starts with motivation, and is also the transmission
of motivation. According to Stanton (15), a motive can be defined as
a stimulated need which a goal-oriented individual seeks to satisfy. In
discussing the psychological forces in the field of consumers' behavior,
he suggests a famous model which was widely accepted by the contemporary
behaviorial scientists (15): One or more motives with an individual
will cause behavior aimed at arriving at a certain goal that can bring
him satisfaction. This goal-oriented behavior is directly affected by
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the individual's perceptions of his alternatives. In turn, his
perceptions are shaped by psychological influences such as learning
experiences, attitudes and beliefs, personality, and self-concept.
Finally, these psychological influences are partially shaped by both
cultural and social influences.
What is a buying motive? Based on Stanton's definition, we
confront no difficulty in inferring that an individual's stimulated
need cannot be satisfied until he obtains a certain product which he
wants, and that the drive that pushes him to buy is called the buying
motive. As was mentioned above, any given act usually has more than
one motivation that is there may be multiple motives for the same
behavior. The problems involved in distinguishing among the various
motives for the same act are often profound. For example, a house-
wife selects a particular brand of soya sauce, perhaps for any number
of possible reasons--cheapest price, most beautiful package, largest
quantity on display, most popular brand, etc. Therefore, the marketer
who can accurately determine the major motives that underlie the
purchase of his product is better able to develop a marketing programme
that satisfies these motives than can his competitors.
3.1.2 Classification of Motives
(1) Hattwick's Lists of Motives
It is often useful to develop a list of motives that are believed
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to be significant in determining the behavior of the decision-making
unit of a household towards a product. Such a list can help focus
marketing men's attention on a broad range of motivations, thereby
helping to ensure against the omission of important motives that affect
purchasing habits. Of course, such lists vary from one product to
another. In his book, How to Use Psychology for Better Advertising,
Melvin S. Hattwick (7) has developed the list of universal motives
shown in Table 3-1 below. Hattwick defines primary motives as those
fundamental drives with which people are born, and secondary motives




1. Bargins1. Food and drink
2. Information2. Comfort
3. Cleanliness3. To attract the opposite sex
4. Efficiency4. Welfare of loved ones
5. Convenience5. Freedom from fear and danger
6. Dependability6. To be superior
7. Social approval 7. quality




(2) Biogenic Needs Versus Psychogenic Needs
Contradictory to Hattwick's viewpoint, most behaviorial
scientists today agree that there is not a generally accepted list of
motivations, simply because we do not know enough about basic human
motivational forces. If there is one point about which most motivat-
ion theorists agree it is that a simple list of human motives will
get us nowhere in promoting a real understanding of the reasons people
behave as they do. In spite of these, they admit that motives can be
grouped into two broad forms, which in some aspects quite resemble
Hattwick's motives classification, as follows (5):
Biogenic( biological) Needs
These include tissue needs (12), including hunger,
thirst, cold, pain and sex. All of these drives arise
from physiological states of tension.
Psychogenic( psychological-sociological) Needs
These include desire for social approval, status, and
other psychic satisfactions. These drives come from
psychological states of tension.
3.1.3 Motives in Relation to Consumer Behavioa
Although it is regarded as difficult to produce a single
significant classification system for human motives, some marketing
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researchers suggest that the several psychological socioJ.ogical
motivating forces presented below can be of particular usefulness for
understanding consumer behavior in the marketing activities of all
sorts (14). In effect, the motives they recommend are the incorporat-
ion of Maslow's levels of needs and some dominant motivational factors
that affect consumer buying behavior.
1. Security Needs
for protection against both physical and/or psycholog-
ical hurt, social order, and family economic stability.
2. Affection Needs
for loves being given to one's fellow people or to
animals in the spirit of generosity, and of giving.
3. Status- Needs
to gain recognition or power, or to possess a strategic
position in one's group or in the community or nation
as a whole, also to gain possessions of self-respect,
reputation and prestige.
4. Social Approval Needs
for being accepted by others belonging to a group,
a committee and a club conforming to social and
cultural standards behaving and dressing in a social-
ly acceptable way.
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5 . S elf - actualizationN eeds
for self - fulfillment, for achievingfor personal rather
than social satisfaction, and for doing what one is
being fitted for .
6 . P ersonalI nterestN eeds
for enjoying oneself by means of amusementor special
hobbies or games playing or games observations.
7 . N eeds to S atisfyC uriosity
to solve problemsor puzzles, to read and to search for
knowledge, to raise questions, to adopt an inquiring
attitude towards the developmentaround one .
8 . I nstrumentalN eeds
for tools to get a job done , for saving time or energy
as in the case of using a vacuumcleaner, a bicycle, or
a washingmachine.
3 . 1 . 4 I s I t P ossibleT o A pplyM otivationalT heoryT o M arketing?
O bviously, a chief problem to apply motivationtheory to
marketingis the matching of motivationsand behavior . A s emphasized
by M aslow and S tanton , differentmotivationscan lead to identical
behaviorand , on the other hand , those unlike behaviorscan always be
tracedback to similarmotivations( 1 1 ) . A s a matterof fact , therefore,
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there is no simple one - to - one relationshipbetweenmotives and buying
behavior( 1 2 ) ( 1 6 ) . N ow let us take two lists - - one representsthe
motivesand the other the brandsor the products, - - to form a matrix .
I t is shownin figure3 - 1 , that any item on one of the two lists may
be matchedwith any item on the other . I n the matrix , each of the
cells displaysthe percentageof customersaffectedby motives1 , 2 , 3 , 4
and 5 in the purchaseof brandsA , B , C , D and E . I n case all customers
are to fall in the cellsalongthe disgonalas A - 1 , B - 2 , C - 3 , D - 4 , and
E - 5 , and the rest of the cells are in a state of emptiness, we can say
the relationshipis one - to - one . B ut this phenomenonis almost impossible
in reality . C onvenience, for example, is an importantmotive in almost
every buy of soya sauce .
F igure3 - 1
R elationshipB etweenM otives and B rands
M otives
B rands 1 2 3 4 5
A x x x x x
B x x x x x
C x x x x x
D x x x x x
E x x x x x
I n practicalterms , we can concludethat motivationscannot be
inferred uniquely from behavior and that behavior cannot be predicted
in a simpleway from motivations( 1 2 ) . D oes this , then , imply that
motivationtheory cannot be applied to marketing? T he answer is not
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at all. As a matter of fact, what the marketer should do is to build
up a close emotional or effective link between a reasonable number of
consumers and his product. Usually, should he study with care, he
would find out that certain motives can be affixed to his product more
easily than others, or these motives are more powerful in bringing out
buying behavior. Therefore, advertisement he uses should contain
appeals aimed directly at one or more of these motives. If he can do
that, he is a good marketer.
3.2 Patronage Motives
3.2.1 Factors Affecting Patronage
In the preceding section we dealt with the general concept of
consumer motivation. Now we are ready to examine why consumers buy
where they do. Patronage motive, as its name suggests, is an inner
urge that moves or prompts a consumer to purchase a product from one
dealer or one store rather than another (3). This is a great concern
of marketing management. Evaluating the causes why an overwhelming
portion of customers in a certain district focus their buying attention
on certain kinds of selling outlets, or on a particular kind, and why
these shops appeal to them, a marketer can construct a rough picture of
what the underlying drives are that push consumers to trade regularly at
the shops they patronize, and work out a sound marketing programme,
regarding the selection of channels of goods distribution, and logistics,
aimed at meeting them at the proper places with the company's products.
Some factors that affect consumer reactions to particular establishments
are discussed below.
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L ocation is especiallyimportant in merchandisingfood , and
other essential consumergoods . P eople are inclined to exert a minimum
amount of effort in shoppingfor these products and the closer a store
is to large numbersof customers, the better are its chance for success
( 2 ) . A s the convenience- food marketsthat have developedso rapidly
in the past decade show , people will frequentlypay a little bit more
for an item if they can buy it with less effort .
A wide variety of merchandisemeans more conveniencefor the
consumer. , in that fewer stops which must be made for daily routine
purchases. I f a store also carries a variety of productlines ,
comparisonshoppingtoo is simplified( 8 ) . S ervice establishments
also benefit from offering customers variety .
P rice is perhaps the single most importantreason a buyer regular -
ly patronizesa particularoutlet . T he desire to buy is unlimitedbut
as we ' all know , the ability to buy ( disposableincome) is very much
limited ( 9 ) . T herefore, some establishments, such as many discount
departmentstores and supermarketsmake greater use of price appeals
than others.
H igher ualit in the goods and servicesis , in most cases ,
demandedby consumersbecomingmore sophisticated. T o win consumers'
patronage, some retailing establishmentsin the C olony make strong
appeals based on the high quality of the merchandisethey carry . T hey
turn higher prices to their advantage by advertisingthat our merchandise
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is priced higher becausethe quality is so much better . S uch stores
are often successful in attracting customers , since many consumers
equate high prices with quality and dependability( 1 3 ) .
S ervices are intangibleextras offered by a seller to encourage
patronage. C redit , delivery, gift - wrapping, easy returns, guarantees,
and free installations, maintenance, and technical assistanceare all
servicesthat help attract and hold a clientele. A s a matter of fact ,
large numbers of products carried by marketing establishmentswithin
a small area may be so similar that consumerscan see no basic
differencesbetween them . M any retailers , therefore , emphasizethe
supplementaryservices they offer as a means of differentiatingtheir
store from others .
C ompetentand likable personnelare the biggest asset of
a successfulmarketingoutlet . M arketing managementhas learned that ,
other things being approximatelyequal , consumerswill shop in those
establishmentswhere the personnel are friendly and can provide
professionalguidanceor advice . I t is an undeniablefact that
friendliness and courtesy motivate many consumers to make repeat
purchases.
I n this soy consumptionresearch, a list of representative
patronage motives is drawn to include such factors as convenienceof
buying , rendering good services , offering cheaper prices , providing
a good variety of brands to choose , stockingfresh goods , and rendering
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credit to customers. Below is a concise summary of the findings
related to consumers' patronage motives.
3.2.2 Analysis of Patronage Motives in Terms
of Selling Outlets
The outcomes of this research reveal that a great proportion of
households likes to purchase soya at grocer's shops( urban areas: 55.3
per cent rural areas: 55 per cent) in their neighbourhood. Stores
and markets in every district of the Colony are also successful selling
places which attract a great many buyers( see Table 3-2 next page).
Despite this, in both surveyed areas an obvious difference exists in
the rest of the places where consumers buy soya. In the New Territories,
so far, modern retail outlets such as supermarkets and department stores
are still undeveloped, so that no soya purchases have been made in these
modern outlets. In the other place, a traditional selling medium--
salesman--is still playing its significant part in rural soy selling
( rural areas: 22.5 per cent). His function is expected to be
continuously popular in the years to come. In the urban areas---Hong
Kong and Kowloon, salesman selling is entirely unpopular on both sides
of the harbour. Despite the fact that many supermarkets and department
stores have branched out to many crowded and well-to-do districts in
recent years, they still cannot stretch to every corner of the Colony
and win a significant portion of soy sales. The following tables( Tables
3-4, 3-5 and 3-6 on pages 49, 50 and 51, respectively) analyzing the
consumers' patronage motives in terms of selling outlets are based on
Question 4 of the questionnaire.
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Table 3-2






11.4Market 6012.6 4 5.056
111 21.117.51421.8Store 97
44 290246 55.2Grocery 55.055.3
280.006.328Supermarket 5.3
184.0 0.00Department Store 18 3.4
1818 22.50.00Salesman 3.4
100.0 100.0Total 100.0 80445 525
(100.0)(15.0)(85.0)
The null hypothesis in this case is: There is no relationship between
place to buy and surveyed areas.
We see that we have (6-1)(2-1)= 5 degrees of freedom in thik
6 x 2 contingoncy table (6)
The theoretical frequenceis that are obtained from the original




Market 9 (525x0.15x0.114)51 (525x0.85x0.114)
17 (525x0.15x0.211)Store 94 (525x0.85x0.211)
43 (525x0.15x0.552)Grocery 247 (525x0.85x0.552)
Supermarket 23 (525x0.85x0.053) 5 (525x0.15x0.053)
15 (525x0.85x0.034)Dept. Store 3 (525x0.15x0.034)
(525x0.15x0.034)15 (515xo.85xo.034)Salesman 3
80Total kk5
The X2( Chi-Square) value is (10):
For 5 degrees of freedom and l= 5 per cent of significance, we
find
and the rejection region is x2 11.07. Since u= 103.58, we
reject the null hypothesis that type of outlet and sales area are
independent. That means, there is a significant difference between
Hong Kong Kowloon on the one hand and the New Territories on the
other in the consumer choice of retail outlets.
H.K. & K. N.T.
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( 1 ) G roceries
W hat are the major factors that inspire the consumersto buy at
the groceries? A majority of respondentsthink that it is because of
convenience, so they buy at these outlets( overal response: 8 6 . 5 per
cent) .
E speciallyin H ong K ong and K owloon, convenienceis the prime
reasonbehindthe buying( 9 1 . 1 per cent ) . A s a matterof fact ,
grocery operationis very commonin the C olony , and grocery shops are
increasinglyscatteringall over every district . O n every street , one
can easily locate at least two such kinds of selling establishments
offeringa big variety of items rangingfrom sugar , vinegar etc . , to
importedwines and cannedfoods . A s a result of the wide coverage,
these marketing outlets can easily maintain close touch with their
customers. H ere convenienceto buy at groceriesimplies two things :
one is that these shops are in the neighbourhoodof the buyers , and
the other thing is they are seldom in short supply . A part from the
reason of convenience, fresh stock is another important factor which
inducesthe residentsof both H ong K ong and K owloonto buy their soys
from their nearbygroceries( 4 . 1 ner cent ) .
E xcept the factor of convenience, a prime factor which is more
obviousin the N ew T erritoriesis that these groceriesare run by the
respondents' friendsor relatives( " other " : 1 9 . 0 per cent ) . I n this




Terms of Selling Outlets
Super. Dent.
market SalesmanGrocery StoreStoreMarket
%No. % NoNoNo No.No %
101112 20.0 86.5 4251Convenience 22.279 71.2 39.2 55.5
18 2.6 06.3 0.0Good service 2 73.3 3.6 9 50.0
141.1 14.3 14 12.751.731 3 5.6 5.6Cheaper price
1.08.4 8.1 4Variety of brands 25.0 22.2 0 0.095 73
10 16.6 10 17.9Fresh stock 10 16.7 19.o 3.3 5 3 5.6
Credit rendered 0 0.0 1.22.7 0 0.0 0 11.10.0 23 3
4.3110 0Others 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 10 0.0 5.6





Terms of Selling Outlets
( Hong Kong Kowloon)
Dept.Suner-
SalesmanStoremarketGroceryStoreMarket
% 96 No.No,No. 7No.No.No.
1011 0 0.010 17.9 224 55.591.1 39.271 73.2Convenience
0.01 0 0.0 01.22 3.6Good service 5.2 353.6
14 1 0.014.3 01.229 5.33 3.151.8Cheaper price
4 0 0.022.21.2 25.08.9Variety of brands 77 7.2 35
16.717.9 0 0.010 4.110 17.8Fresh stock 359.39
0 0 0.00 O.00.00.00 0.0 02.02Credit rendered
1.2 0 0 0.0 0 0.00.00 0.0 0 0.0Others 3











0.0011.4 0 0.014.3 9 50.020.00Good service 5
10.000.01 02.20.0 5.602 50.0Cheaper price
0 0.00.000.00.0 014.3 00.0 2Variety of brands 0
10 0.00.000.01 0 5.60 0.0Fresh stock 7.2
11.120 0.00.01 06.80.0Credit rendered 0 7.2 3
0.O 1018.2 0.0080 0.00 0.0Others 5.6
18 100.00.00.0 014 100.0 44 100.0 0Total 4 100.0
% % % % %
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forces of affection or relation , rather than by other drives that are
sufficientlystrong to influence their buying behavior . G ood service ,
( 1 1 . 4 per cent ) and creditprovided( 6 . 8 per cent ) comeas the third
and the fourth meaningfulmotives that cause buyers to buy . T his is
not hard to understand, because most of the rural grocerieshave been
in operationi the district for generations, or at least for a con -
siderableperiod of time in which they have already built up their
ties with neighbouringhouseholds more strongly than their counterparts
in urban areas do . T hey have closer dealingswith their nearby
customersdaily , and they are , of course , willing to offer them more
servicessuch as goods delivery and the like . F rom their business
point of view , their granting them limited credits involves less risk .
O n the contrary, the great mobility of customersin their shops makes
those grocery owners operating in urban areas hesitate to establish
accounts receivable accounts for their customers, and in most cases
demandcash in exchangefor goods . M oreover , they are reluctanto
deliver goods to either nearby neighboursor to distant buyers , because
of the shortageof manpower. I n view of this sharp contrast, one can
easily find out why service and credit have a more manifest
influence on patronagemotives in rural districts than in urban areas .
( 2 ) S tores
A s far as soy purchaseis concerned, stores are still considered
a convenientplace to buy ( urban areas : 7 3 . 2 per cent rural areas :
5 7 . 1 per cent ) . I n the urban areas storesalso give anotherimageto
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its customers-that it maintains a fresh stock of soya sauce of all
famous brands( 9.3 per cent). However, the image of stores in rural
areas is quite different. Here, people regard stores as selling places
providing a good variety of brands from which to choose( 14.3 per cent)
as well as furnishing good services( 14.3 per cent).
(3) Market
To buy soya in market place is thought to be cheaper than in
any other places( overall responses: 51.7 per cent urban areas 51.7
per cent rural areas: 50 per cent). In addition to this price
factor, customers in the urban areas think that the market is a possible
place storing a fresh stock of soya to be purchased( 17.9 per cent).
Despite these, most people in the Colony generally admit that their
motives of market patronage are still greatly fired by the temptation
of convenience( overall response: 20 per cent urban areas: 17.9 per
cent rural areas: 50 per cent).
(4) Supermarkets and Department Stores
Many famous local brands as well as some imported Japanese and
Chinese soya are often put on display in the shelves of supermarkets
and department stores. Sometimes, brands, especially those imported
from Japan, that cannot be found in most groceries, or markets can easily
be located in these large-scale-operation concerns. Hence, a large
portion of customers often shopping in these places for soya often agree
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that apart from the reasonof convenience( " S upermarket" : 3 9 . 2 per
cent ) ( " D epartmentS tore " : 5 5 . 5 per cent ) , a varietyof brands
available for selection is also another irresistable attraction which
causes them to patronizethese shops ( S upermarket: 2 5 per cent )
( D epartmentS tores : 2 2 . 2 per cent ) . T hey also mentionedthat
freshness of stock is one of three important reasons which explain their
buying( S upermarket: 1 7 . 9 per cent ) ( D epartmentS tore : 1 6 . 7 per
cent) .
C 5 ) S alesmen
T he method of soy selling by means of salesmanperiodically
visiting patronizing households and replenishing their needs is still
widely adoptedby many family - type small soy factoriesin the N ew
T erritories to promote their products to local districts or to the
neighbouringrural communities. R espondentsconsumingthis type of
soy products expressed the view that they continue their patronizing
habit for one main reason, i . e . , for the good servicesrendered
( 5 0 . 0 percent) .
F rom the explanationsgiven by the interviewees, all the
interviewersgot the idea that the interviewees' definition of conven -
ience is that they need not bother themselveswith selecting brands or
shops at which to buy , and that they need not worry about the supply
of soya sauce . T hey always have a plentifulinventoryin their
kitchens( 2 2 . 2 per cent ) . T heir bills for soys are absolutelybased
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on how many bottlesthey have emptiedper salesman' s visit . I t is
often the case that missing one empty bottle or two is deliberately
neglectedby the salesmanwhen he comes to count the bottles left
empty in the kitchen as a basis of calculatingmonthly payment .
B esides , respondentspu special stress on the merit of the avail -
ability of credit they obtain from the salesman. A lways , they are
allowed to prolong their payments until their financial strains relax
( 1 1 . 1 percent) .
O ne motive worth mentioningis that soya consuminghouseholds
of this sort generallyreceive their year - end gifts given by the soya
factoriesthey patronize. T he gifts are in the form of L ai S ee
( lucky money ) , or bottles of free soy , other items manufacturedby
the soya factories, or a combinationof them ( others: 5 . 6 per cent ) .
3 . 3 P roductM otives
H aving decidedto buy a bottle of soy , the consumermust decide
what brand to buy . H e may shop around and comparethe quality and
prices of the various brands availablein his community. H e may decide
on the brand from advice given by friends or through informationfrom
advertisements. I f the particularmake or brand is sold by several
shops around his living place he . must decide which store he will
patronize. D ecisionon what article or brand to buy is said to be
a productmotive ( 3 ) , and decidingon the particularseller a patronage
motive ( a detailed discussionof consumers' soy purchasingbehavior
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has just been finished in the preceding section). Often both the
brand and where to buy are involved in the same purchase Sometimes
one motive is dominant.
A housewife decides to buy a bottle of soy and looks at the soys
offered by several selling establishments, perhaps with little or no
attention to brands. In another case she may concentrate on the brand
rather than on which kind of outlet to patronize. Another example is
that some goods are sold through exclusive agencies e.g., the buyer
may believe that air-conditioner A is better than air-conditioner B.
However, the electric house selling B gives better service than the one
selling A. This better service may be so important to the buyer that
he buys air-conditioner B. In this case the patronage motive determines
which air-conditioner is selected.
In the soy consumption research, knowing consumers' product
motives is as imperative as understanding their motives of selecting
shops. Indeed, it is significant for a manufacturer to know why
consumers prefer to buy his soy rather than those of his competitors
or'why his competitors' soya attract most of the household soy buyers
in the market. Equipped with the knowledge about the reasons behind
these market phenomena, he will be in a better position by strengthen-
ing the system of channels of distribution so as to get wider coverage
of the market and the system of logistics, so as to ensure an ample
and uninterrupted flow of merchandise from producer to retailing outlets.
He could also place himself in a safer position by refining the overall
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marketing strategies such as product modification, improvementon
packaging and containing capacity , and the restructureof his existing
selling prices . A fter all , it is the writer ' s motivein writingthis
section to furnish manufacturerswith pertinent information and to lead
them to a clearer understandingof their consumers.
F our importantmotives closely associatedwith consumers' buy -
ing behavior are product characteristics, packaging, the size of
container, and the price .
3 . 3 . 1 P roductC haracteristics
I n a broad sense , a productis not a physicalthing but consists
of a bundle of utility which provides customerswith both physical
and psychologicalsatisfactionthat may be derived from its use or
consumption( 4 ) ( 1 ) . N evertheless, to challengeth validityof the
production- oriented hardware definition of a product is not to deny
the importanceof its intrinsic physical characteristics, and as
a matter of fact , consumeracceptancestill depends largely on the
ability of the tangible commodityto gratify wants .
T his is particularlyt ue in soy buying . T he distinctives t of
characteristicsof each famous brand is without doubt the prime factor
that decides how large the sales the companybe and how big a portion
of the market share it can occupy. A housewifebuys soy for her family ,
not just on account of the attractivebrandnameit carries , the cheaper
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price , the beautifulpackage , or the conveniencewith which she can buy
it , but for the main reason that she believesthis soy will best suit
the taste of her family . A s the writer stated in the first chapter,
the soya sauce ' s chief functionis as an importanttaste agent used to
enhancethe flavourof the dishes . I t is easy to assumethen , that its
intrinsic characteristicsplay a significant role of its being recogn -
ised by consumers. U ndoubtedly, soya with different attributeswill
attract consumersof various tastes but which set of attributes is
most appealing? K owning the answer , a manufacturershould come to the
next step - - i . e . , to improvethe product, if this is foundto be
necessary, and strengthenhis ability to compete. S ummarizedin T able
3 - 7 next page is consumers' general attitudestowards the product
characteristicsof these four big brands .
F rom the T able , it is interestingto note that S uperiorS oy ,
the best seller in the market , possesses two outstandingcharacteristics
than its counterparts. I t is consideredby the frequent consumerhouse -
holds as being less dark in colour and containinga lower level of sugar .
A re these two unique assets that help it capturemore than 5 4 per cent of
total marketshare ? T his may not be so , but the presenceof these two
characteristicsat least suggestsone thing that S uperior S oy is quite
different from others .
1 S ee M arketS hare of C hapterT wo
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Table 3-7
The Attitude of Households Sampled Towards
the Characteristics of the Brand They Favour
SUPERIOR SOY
( Households of Patronage: 287)
Average Score2 1 0 -1 -2
-0.017Not dark at all2092 73237Very very dark colour 0.362Very poor flavour118 1485 3139Very good flavour 0.108Not salty at all15 41 21552Very very salty
-0.383Not sweet at all51166 43252Very very sweet
AMOY SOYA SAUCE
Households of Patronage: 143)
0.020Not dark at all02316 99Very very dark colour 5
0.398Very poor flavour21813 5753Very good flavour
0.111Not salty at all016100225Very very salty
-0.132Not sweet at all2585 9240Very very sweet
KIKKO MAN SOY SAUCE
( Households of Patronage: 12
o.1666Not dark at all02802Very very dark colour
0.5833Very poor flavour022 35Very good flavour
0.0833Not salty at all020 7Very very salty 3
0.1666Not sweet at all00I020Very very sweet
TUNG CHUN SOY
( Households of Patronage: 39 i
0.2564Not dark at all0610 20Very very dark colour 3
0.3076Very poor flavour066 216Very good flavour
0.0769Not salty at all060 330Very very salty
-0.1538Not sweet at all12 02160Very very sweet
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T able3 - 7 C ont. )
M easurementof A ttitude
I n the soy consumptionresearch, the four test items ( C olour , F lavour, D egree of S alt
C ontained, and D egree of S ugar C ontained) have been deemed definitelyfavourableor
unfavourable. I n the L ikert summatedtechnique( 6 ) each item would appear as
follows( illustratedfor I tem 1 , C olour )
W ould you please specify the following characteristicsof the soya
sauce of the brand your family favours ?
V ery V ery D ark V ery D ark J ust M ade N ot D ark N ot D ark A t A ll
E ach interviewee( housewife) is asked to underscorethe descriptionwhich most suits
her feeling towards the colour of the soy her family is consuming. T he writer then
uses the weights1 1 + 2 for very very dark .
" + 1 " for " verydark"
" O " for " verydark"
" - 1 " for " not dark"
" - 2 " for " not darkat all "
T he total scores under each descriptionare accumulatedto form a grand total , and
the average score of I tem 1 is obtainedby dividingthe grand total by the overall
responsesfavouring that brand .
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3.3.2 Packaging
Packaging can be considered, in a broad sense, an additional type
of product characteristic or modification that warrants separte attent-
ion. It may be defined as the general group of activities in product
planning which involve designing and producing the container or wrapper
for a product (15).
From a marketing point of view, the success of a product in the
marketplace is often closely connected with its package. An attractive
package can promote sales: it in itself is advertising on the shelf,
and a potential big attraction to encourage impulse purchases1. In fact,
for some products such as canned fruit juice, and soft drinks, the
package may be even more important than the contents in generating sales.
In addition, packaging's importance in today's competitive economy is
obvious. When many products are available that have the same or highly
similar functions, the package may well make the difference between
success and failure. Often the package is the only factor differentiat-
ing similar products.
Some attempts have been made to develop a classification system for
consumers based on modes of buying behavior or approaches to the
buying situation. W. A. Woods (16) sees six types of consumers:
Habit-determined, brand loyal consumers who tend to be satisfied with
the last purchased product or brand.
Cognitive consumers who are sensitive to rational claims and are only
conditionally brand loyal.
Price-cognitive consumers who decide principally on the basis of price
or economy comparisons.
Impulse consumers who buy on the basis of physical appeal and are
relatively insensitive to brand names.
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I n the H ong K ong soy market, it is commonpracticefor soya to
be packed in glass bottles . O nly two or three brands use plastic
containers. I n effect , the findingsof the researchshow that glass
bottle as the containerfor soy is welcomedby the consumersof the
C olony ( see T able 3 - 8 next page ) . T hey have the commonbelief that
glass bottle is unlikely to produce any chemical reaction when mixing
with soys . T he visibility of the bottle also providesthe customers
with a feeling of confidencetowards the contents. A part from these
distinct advantages, glass bottles are regardedas easy to be carried ,
will not occupya lot of space in the kitchen, and can be re - used for
other purposesafter they are emptied. I n T able 3 - 8 , a specialtrend
can be traced : people in the N ew T erritoriestend to favour other
means of packagingtogatherwith bottling. 1 3 . 8 per cent of them said
plastic bottles were the ideal containersfor soys , while 5 per cent
advocatedwooden buckets . T his phenomenonis less obvious in the urban
areas . M aybe , it can be explainedby the fact that rural households
1
think that a bigger - size containeris more able to suit their needs .
P ackaging obviously is closely related to labelling , because
the label often appearson the package. W e noted earlier that many
packagesconstitutea form of point - of - purchaseadvertising. L abel
D uring interviews, the writer got the idea that rural people interviewed
often misunderstoodthe size and the containing capacity of the plastic
bottle . I n their mind , a plasticbottle is as big as a woodenbucket.
I n fact , they do not have any idea about this bottle , for soy contained




the Package Method of Soy Product
Iron-
Glass Plastic Plastic Wooden Totalplated
Bottle Bottle Can Can Bucket
014No. No. No. No. No. No.
400 89.9Hong Kong Island 8.3 0.7 0 0.0 1.1 445 100.0337 5
and Kowloon
1}11New Territories 61 13.8 1 1.2760L 80 100.03 3.8 5.0
Total 461 87.8 48 1.26 1 0.2 1.79.1 100.09 525
The null pypothesis: There is no relationship between package
method preference anc'reas surveyed
Degree of freedom: (5-1)(2-1)=4
Level of significance: 5 per cent
Rejection region: X2= 9.49
Calculated Chi-square value: 17.70
Outcome: Reject the hypothesis.
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design, therefore, is an integralpart of this type of on - the - shelf
promotion. T he arrangementof type , the illustrations, and the colour ,
are chosen to attract the consumers' eyes , make a packagedistinctive,
and encourager cognitionby the consumer, who often views it in the
midst of many other products. I n the soy business, the label on the
bottle is particularlyimportant. I t is designedto help sell the
product . A n attractivelabel is sometimesthe most powerful force to
draw the attentionof the impulsebuyers . N ot only that , it stands
a big chance to exert influenceon those who buy at random, when they
discover the disappearanceof their favourite goods from the shelf .
E specially in local selling outlets , competitivebrands are often
placed on the same shelf in a disorderlymanner, the power of label ,
it goes without saying , in these circumstancesis as importantas the
real product - unique characteristics. A successfulsoy is always the
soy which is beautifullypacked and has a distinctive, attractivelabel .
N ow comes the followingcritical question: I s there a significant
connectionbetween sales and labeling appeal ? I n order to answer this
question , the writer made a thorough comparisonamong four famous brands
mentionedin this thesis . A s it is expected, the outcomeof the
comparisonturns out a logical evidence that the successfulbrands are
always regardedas having a more attractivelabel relative to others ' .
A ll the opinionsregardingeach brand ' s label characteristicsare on the
basis of the commentsof fifty households. T able 3 - 9 below containsthe
summaryof the findings.
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T able3 - 9
L abel D ifferentiation
A moy A moy P earl K ikko T ung T ung
G olden R iverS ilver M an C hunC hun
S oya L abel B ridge S ov G olden G olden
S auce S uperiorS oya S auce S oy S oy
S auce S ov
S hape oval oval square oval oval oval
S ize standard standard standarda little standard standard
bit
bigger
I nzredient detailed detailed nil detailed simple simple
D escription
C olour 7 kindsof 8 kindsof 4 kindsof 6 kindsof 7 kindsof 5 kindsof
C olour, colour: colour with colour C olour: colour






Chun ChunRiver ManGolden Silver
Soy 3oldenLabel 3oldenSoya Bridge
Sauce soySuperior SoySauce Soya
Sauce Soar
simple, too many too manytoo many too manytoo manyDesign
neat,, ingredient words on words onpicturespictures
and words fresh, descriptions itand words it
on it on it and comparatively puzzled puzzled
attractiveattractivepuzzled puzzled
on trade- on the on trade.Emphasis on trade- on trade-
mark and markontrademarkand mark and mark andquality
the the of the the the
company's company's soy company's company's
name name name name
The comparison is based on those labels stuck on the bottles containing 21 fluid ounces of soy.
The convictions in connection with two important characteristics of the labels of these soys are
based on the opinions of 50 pre-selected surveyed households scattered all over two main surveyed
areas. During interviews, the housewives of these households were shown the labels and asked to
comment on the two mentioned aspects. Their opinions were taken down by means of tape recording,
and later a patient sorting followed.
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3.3.3 The Size of the Container
As a part of packaging, the size of the container can be said
to be another type of product characteristic extrinsic of the physical
product. It is closely related to packaging, and indeed cannot be
considered separate from it. Except for the shape of the container
and the layout of the label, the size of the container imposes another
on-the-shelf temptation to impulse buyers. This is true in soy
purchase, a larger-than-the-rest bottle of soy, with a price as
competitive as the others always wins consumer's special attention.
Sometimes, quantity other than product characteristics( or quality
in other words) can be a decisive factor in inducing purchase. This
is not hard to understand, in that soy is consumed daily by thousands
of families. To consuming households, a larger size of soy offered
means a longer time it will last, and also means a saving in the family's
budget. After considering quality, then, a consumer's next concern is
quantity. In this trade, only two common sizes of container are used
to market soys: Large Size--21 fluid ounces and Small Size--11 fluid
ounces. After going through interviews with several manufacturers,
the writer got the impression that nearly 80 per cent of them adopted
only large-size containers. As for the four famous soys, apart from
Amoy products, the rest market no small size. The finding gives
evidence to help explain manufacturers' reasons for favouring one-size
container marketing policy. Nearly 95 per cent of the households
surveyed welcome only large-sized bottles, and of course this is also
another facet of their product motives( for more details, see Table 3-10).
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T able3 - 1 0
H ousewives' P referencefor the C ontainer
C atacityof the B oy P roduct' i ' ney guy
C ontainerC apacity
S mallS izeL argeS ize
T otal( 1 1 F l . O z . )( 2 1 F 1 . O z . )
No .NoNo .
H ong K ong I sland
1 0 0 . 04 4 57 . 04 1 4and K owloon 3 19 3 . 0
1 0 0 . 08 02 . 527 8N ew T erritories 9 7 . 5
1 0 0 . 06 . 34 9 2 5 2 5T otal 9 3 . 7 3 3
T he null hypothesis: T here is no relationshipbetween containing
capacity preference and surveyed areas .
D egree of freedom:
L evel of significance: 5 per cent
R ejectionregion: X 2 = 3 . 8 4
C alculatedC hi - squarevalue: 2 . 2 6
O utcome: A ccept the hypothesis,
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3 . 3 • k P rice
P rice is another important considerationa consumer often takes
when he goes to select a soy . I n some cases , the consumerr gards
price as a yardstickto measurethe quality he buys , or he sees
a higher price as a symbolto show prestige, or as a criterionfor
distinguishinggood from bad . B ut to consumersof a different social
stratum , various levels of prices mean different attractions. H owever ,
it does not necessarilymean people in lower income groups will not
buy soya in the higher price bracket. A s a matter of fact , some people
purchasetheir goods entirely on a liking and / or quality basis others
on a price basis . H ence , a big task before a manufactureris to try to
differentiate his products , reaching different acceptable levels of
quality , and to price them differentlyso as to meet the requirements
of the families with different budgets . T he pricing policy with this
unique nature is actually employedby most of the local famous manufact-
uring concerns. A moy S oys alone have four grades and two sizes of soya
pricedvery differently, and T ung C hun has two ( see T able 3 - 1 1 ) . A s
for importedC hinese and J apanesesoya , they have only one price on
sale : the former sticks strictly to low - price marketing, and the latter
to the highest level . I n comparingthese findingswith those of T able
2 - 2 in C hapterT ao , one wouldcome to the conclusionthat it may be due
to its low pricingthat S uperior- S oy is able to capturemore than 5 4 per
cent of share of market, while A moy S ilver L abel S oya S auce has exactly
2 0 per cent , and T ung C hun G oldenS oy 4 per cent . B y the sametoken,
high price selling causes K ikko M an S oy to lose its competitivestr ngth
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in this highly competitive market( totally, its market share is only
a miserable 2.3 per cent). Despite these figures, we still cannot
firmly conclude that price is the only product motive behind consumers'
favouring Superior Soy and rejecting Kikko Man. Other motives as
product attributes, packaging, and the size of the container should be
equally influential. Nevertheless, we cannot deny the existence of
price as a very strong motive behind brand selection.
Table 3-11
Relationship Between Containing Capacity
and Prices of the Surveyed Brands
Price Range'
Small SizeLarge Size
( 11 F1.Oz.( 21 Fl.Oz.)
Amoy Golden Soya Sauce $1.50-1.70$2.70-2.90
1.40-1.60 0.90-1.10Amoy Silver Label Soya Sauce
1.30 1.50Superior Soy
2.80-3.00Kikko Man Soy Sauce
1.30-1.50Tung Chun Golden Soy
2.40-2.60Tung Chun Thin Soy
The general situation in both surveyed areas is that often prices
of these brands fluctuate from shop to shop or from district to
district. The difference in prices depends on the attitude of the
selling outlet towards the markup it demands, and on how much
transportion costs are involved'. Generally, these price ranges
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4 . 0 SOME ESSENTIALSPECTSOF CONSUMERS' SOY BUYING PATTERN
T he previous chapter described how consumer motivationcan push
a consumerto search for the goods he desires in order to satisfy his
felt needs . O f course , to a marketingexecutive, knowingabout such
a human mechanismas motivationis paramountto his planning a , specific
marketingprogrammeto arouse consumers' desire for his products , and
to give them satisfaction. H owever , this is only a startingpoint if
such a big programmeis to be built . B esides , he should develop
knowledgeand keen insight into every aspect of the soy consumers'
buying process1 and get at least a rough idea of the buying pattern of
his customers. T his means knowingwho his customersare , who makes the
buying decision, who makes the physicalpurchase, where they buy , how
much they buy in a certain period of time and what their buying
frequenceyis in that period .
T he marketingexecutive should be aware of various marketing
variables such as price , package , product features , and advertising
appeals, and how they influencethe customers. T his chapter is primar -
ily devoted to some vital dimensionsof the buying pattern of soy
consumersin the C olony , and to study what related marketingconsidera-
tions soy manufacturersshould take so as to bell their goods more
K otler ( 3 ) divides the generalizedbuying process into five
distinctivestages as follows :
T he customeris seen as going from a felt need to
pro - purchaseactivity to a purchasedecision to
use behaviorto post - purchasefeelings .
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successfullythan they now do .
4 . 1 W ho makesthe D ecisionto B uy ?
C ertainly , soya sauce is one of the daily necessitiesconsumed
by the C hinese families, both at home and overseas. U ndoubtedly, the
vast numberof the C olony' s households- - 8 + 6 , 6 7 0 households1 constitutes
a big market potentialfor the soy manufacturingindustry . T o soy
manufacturersor marketing executives concerned , each C hinese family
representsa potentialcustomerof their products, now and / or in the
future . T herefore, they need to learn who the purchasingagent and users
of the soy product will be , who the principalinfluencer( decision
maker ) is , who the other decision- influencersa e within the family ,
the strength of their influence, the reasons for their influence, and
who the potentialinfluencersare , if any , outside the family , together
with the strength of their influence and the reasons why their influence
is as btrongas it is . I t will then be a challengeto the marketing
executiveto devise a plan whereby he too can become a successful
decision- influencer. I n effect , he may influencethe decisionthrough
a wide variety of marketingactivities, all of which can be summarized
into three fundamentalmethods as follows :
I n selection, it is the task of the marketingexecutiveto
determine which types of families are most favourably inclined towards
S ourcesH ong K ong P opulationand H ousingC ensus, 1 9 7 1 ,
C ensusand S tatisticsD epartment, H ong K ong .
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acceptinghis product or brand . T his will be largely based upon their
need or desire for certain types of satisfactionwhich his product can
supply , and the consumers' ability to pay for it . H e will undoubtedly
find , for instance, that families of certain sizes and incomes,
originatingfrom a particular province in C hina , and being classified
as being at a certain social level in terms of family head ' s educational
standard and profession, may be the most likely probable customers, with
these demographic haracteristicsserving as the best barometer to the
existenceof the motivesthat matter ( 1 ) .
I n control , the executiveshould manipulatehe product or real
marketingsituationin such a way as to increasethe family ' s readi -
ness to buy . H e may make certain product improvements, diversifythe
existing product to suit the requirementsof customers at different
social levels if proved workable and profitable , develop a different
pricing policy , a better package , more appropriatechannels of
distribution, and improved store layout or counter displays , or offer
premiums and other inducementsto attract particular members of the
family.
A t least , in persuasion, he should use advertising, personal
selling , and publicity devices that will help to change the motivation
levels by way 6 f the psychologicalaspects of the marketingsituation
( 2 ) . T he marketingexecutiveshould select those media which reach the
key influencers inside and outside the family and devise promotional
messageswhich will have the greatest appeal to these decision - influencers.
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I t is globally true that women have often exerted a substantial
influencein buying decisionsand have done most of the family buying ,
but men too have been playing a bigger role in modern family buying
activities . S ometimes, purchasingdecisionsare made jointly by both
husbandand wife ( 5 ) . I n recent years , young childrenand teenagers
in the family have increasinglyentered the family buying picture and
actually have done a considerableamount of the physicalbuying ( 4 ) .
W hether on 4 erson or several , the decisionmaking agent is the major
target for marketingcommunication. T he producer' s success depends on
how well he can affect those who make the final decision.
I n our soy consumptionresearch, the results unveil an expeczea
phenomenonthat the buying decisionsof the soya sauce are mostly made
by the housewives. N otwithstandingthat the purchase decision may be
made by the wife , other family memberswill all exert some influence,
and in some situationsthe husbandwill be the decider . S ometimes,
children' s influenceon brand selectioncan not be neglected. A s it
is true that their expressionon the taste and favour of certain soys
will easily affect their parents ' decisionof selectingbrands . T o -
gether with those describedabove , some other results of the research
are worth reporting. F or instance, when studyingT able 1 of A ppendix
E , it is not difficult to uncover the interestingfact that family
heads ( here , we mean fathers ' ) in rural areas make more decisions
on choosingbrands than their counterpartsin H ong K ong and K owloon .
O n the contrary, housewivesin that part of the C olony make fewer soy
selectiondecisions. M aybe it can be explainedby the fact that the
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authorityand positionor a ratner in a rura . i ami . i . y are sirvngerww
are more respectedby the family members. I t is traditionallytrue that
a father ' s positionin the family is often regardedas a supremeone .
H is order and / or opinionsis / are to be acceptedas unchallengeableby
the rest of the family members. U ndoubtedly, rural families are likely
to maintainmore of this cultural heritage today . T he second signific -
ant findingis that a servant( amah ) in a rural family is not an
active purchase decision maker .
R elativeto age distribution, data in T ables 2 , 3 , and 4 of
A ppendixE show that only 3 0 . 2 per cent of the total decidersare 4 0
years of age or above , while nearly 5 0 per cent are betweenjust 2 0
and 4 0 years old . I n the N ew T erritories, however, more decisionmakers
sees to be considerablyolder . E xactly 7 5 per cent of all the decision
makerswere at least 4 0 years old .
A s for educationallevel , the decisionmakers, on the whole ,
appearto be less educated. 6 8 . 7 per cent of them receivedeither
primary educationor less . O nly a quarter received educationin
secondaryschools . T his picture is the same in both surveyedareas
see A ppendixE , T ables5 , 6 , and 7 ) .
F or the purposeo knowingmore about the deciders' decision
making structure , the writer made a further investigationinto their
attitudes towards the influence of mass communicationmedia . N early
7 3 . 7 per cent admittedthat their decisionswere absolutelyarrived at
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on an independentbasis . xaverzisingn tinebe umuicxurxu iav 1 . 1 1 1 GV
effect on their selectingbrands ( see T able 8 ) . T hose responding
differently agreed that it was television that had more influence on
them , then newspapersand radio . N one of them claimedthat they had
seen soy advertisementsof any kind in magazines. F urthermore, those
media - influenceddeciders disclosedthat A moy ' s advertisementscould
be seen only on television, T ung C hun ' s both on televisionand in
newspapars, and S uperiorS oy in all availablemedia . M eanwhile, they
indicatedthat they never saw any advertisingrelating to K ikko M an
( see T able9 ) .
I n referenceto the above vital rinaings, it is easy zv iinu
D neself in a positionto favour the writer ' s opinionthat soy
manufacturersor marketers should immediately review their marketing
policies as well as their correspondingpromotionalt ctics . F irst of
all , they have to re - define their marketingattentionby asking them -
selves where their marketingfocus is . I s it on N ew T erritoriessolely `
on H ong K ong and K owloon? or on both ? I t is becausethey have to deal
with differentkinds of people , who , on accountof the variationof
their ages and educationalstandard , make decisions on brand selection
in differentways , or whose perceptionto buy one specific brand is to
be affected by differentfactors . S hould the soy manufacturer' s main
marketingactivitiesbe in N ew T erritories, he must understandthat
people here , both male and female , of a more advancedage and little
educationalbackground, are the target people whom he should try to
D ersuade through advertisingmedia in an attempt to induce them towards
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his brand ( s ) . W hat advertisingmedia and appeals, then , are within zne
reach of this group of people and would be effective in generatingtheir
attentionand interestto try the brand ( s ) ? W hat promotionaleffort
other than advertising should be intensified to alter their perception
of brands ? W hich pricing policy is powerfulenough to attract or
influencethese brand - selectiondeciders? T hese all are the basic
questions that should be answered with actions by a soy manufacturer
who intends to win a successfulmarketingbattle in the rural areas .
O f course , anotherset ( s ) of marketingconsiderationsshould be taken
if urban marketsare chosen .
4 . 2 W ho C arriesO ut the P hysicalP urchase?
T hose who are strictly buyers , executingbut not ar ecting zne
purchasedecisionsof others , are far less importanttargets for market -
ing communicationsth n the deciders. S till , who buys a product will
more or less , influencea firm ' s marketingpolicies regardingits
product features , channelsof distribution, point - of - purchasedisplay
and advertisingpromotion. A lways , however, the roles of decision-
purchaserare combinedin the same person , so that marketingcommunicat-
ions reaching the purchaserscan be influential.
W ho is mainly responsiblefor soy purchasein a family ? D ata
resulting from our field research indicate that housewivesare still
the chief persons carrying out the buying duties . C ompared the figures
of T able I carefullywith thoseof T able 1 0 in A ppendixE , it is not
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difficult to see that housewives are indeed carrying dual functions in
the family affair of buying: they are the decision makers as well as
the actual purchasers. But a stbstantial number of buying duties are
assigned to the children, especially in rural families, whereas, in
urban households grandparents and maidservants, who are involved in less
purchase decision makings, share an obvious responsibility of buying
soya. A few family heads make actual purchases matter-of-factly.
4.3 At What Outlets Do Customers Make Their Purchases?
In the second section of Chapter Three, a brief introduction of
places where soya are bought in both surveyed areas--Hong Kong, Kowloon
and the New Territories was given. Our related findings present the
fact that groceries throughout the Colony are the most successful
outlets frequented by the soy purchasers. In spite of this, stores
and markets still manage to attract a substantial amount of soy buying.
Perhaps, the most significant discovery is that personal selling is
still flourishing in the promotion of soy in rural communities. This
sort of marketing is non-existent in the urban markets as far as soy
selling is concerned. On the other hand, in both Hong Kong, and Kowloon,
supermarkets and department stores are possible sources for soya, while
soy promotion via these outlets is absolutely unpopular in the New
Territories. In this section, a more detailed study is to be done to
investigate the influence of demographic variables such as father's
native province, profession and education, family size and income and
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the dependentvariable. - place - to - buy the importiantiI inuingsuz C
summarizedin the following paragraphs.
I n A ppendixE ( T able1 1 - 1 9 ) , the x 2 t uni - squarej tieowsauvw
that there is a dependencyrelation only betweenplace - to - buy and two
relevantvariables- - father ' s educationallevel and family income - - which ,
theoreticallyspeaking, are significantlycorrelated. T hat is to say ,
the rest are not significant variables in connectionwith the selection
of outlet to purchase.
O bservationof the data in T able 1 4 of A ppendixE showsthat in
H ong K ong and K owloon , familieswith their fathers more educatedprefer
to get their soya from such outlets as stores , supermarketsand
departmentstores . I t seems that groceries and markets are attractive
to those families branded as less educatedrather than to the more
educatedfamilies . F urthermore, this phenomenonis less evident in the
N ew T erritories, because, as shownin T able 1 5 of A ppendixE , family
head in this part of the C olony generally receive less educationcompared
with their counterpartsliving in the urban areas . I I n view of the poor
responses under the categories of higher learning institutions as
polytechnic, university, and graduate school , the writer thinks that it
is meaninglessthen to attempt to depict the whole situation or to try
to reach any conclusionrelated to shop choice and education.
' C hineseU niversityof H ong K ong , situatedin anazin, a . w . , is regaraea
as a specialcase , not prevailingi rural areas of the N ew T erritories,
and is of course excludedfrom the statement.
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F rom another dimension, one is further convincedthat families
in higher income brackets tend to buy soy at stores , supermarketsand
departmentstoresin H ong K ong and K owloon. O n the other hand , lower -
income families are the chief soy buyers in markets and groceries.
T his patternis more or less the same in the N ew T erritories. H ere ,
stores are frequentedby those from more - well - to - do families, while the
rest get hold of a majorityof customersin low - income brackets.
C ombiningthe above two findingsinto one , one can easily find
out that families possessingthe characteristicseither of being social -
ly recognizedas more educated, or enjoying higher monthly income , or
both comprisea big portion of customersfor soys in such outlets as
stores , supermarketsand departmentstores . T he group of families lack -
ing both attributesbecomesthe chief soy buyers of salesmen' s soys and
of other selling establishmentssuch as markets and groceries .
T he implicationof such informationabout customers with different
combinationsf backgroundsand their favoured outlets are far - reaching .
F or example, the companyfollowinga low - price policy in its marketing
of soya may sell extremelywell in the departmentstores it is in , but
unless it has some ideas of how great a share of the total market such
departmentstores handle , and about who constitutesthe main buyer group
of that kind of outlet , this hypotheticalcompany can actually suffer
a great loss . I t must understandthe whole market structureand the
customer- outlet relationship. W ith incompleteinformation, it has adopted
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a possibly wrong pricing policy together with a possibly wrong channel
of distribution. I ts marketingmix then is questionable. S hould it
market its product via groceries, which do a greater percentageof the
trade but representpresumablyonly 1 5 per cent of the total number of
outlets for the product , it would find itself more firmly entrenched
with a much higher share of the businessand have a better match between
its pricing policy and the channel of distribution. T hus , an aggressive
policy to capturea share of the businessin the crucial 1 5 per cent of
outlets doing a great percentageof the total market turnover is called
for . I t shouldbe retail - wooingin a big way to get the company' s prod -
uct into more such outlets and to persuadethe shop assistantsto sell
the company' s product, by means of giving them more discountsand
similar inducements.
1 . 1 H ow M uch D o C onsumersB uy in a F ixedP eriod?
B esides the above - stated three main characteristicsne essaryto
the pattern of soy purchase, it is equally importantto add into the
pattern such dimensionsas how much a family , which is treated as
a consumptionunit , consumesin a fixed period of time , say , in one
month . I n other words , a manufactureror a marketerconcernedshould
pay careful attention to the approximatequantities their consumers
would buy in that period , so that he can form a rough picture about
their buying frequencies, come to an accurate estimate of customer
demandin the district , and thus minimizethe chance of stock - out and
the consequentloss of customers.
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I n effect , generallymanufacturersdo not have any knowledge
about the inventoryconditionof their client - outlets , unless they come
for a frequenton - the - spot store inventoryaudit . F rom a marketing
point of view , this is an extremelydangerousthing . I ndeed , their
frequent failure to deliver to retailers enough soya would obviously
tend to drive the latter to seek sources of uninterruptedas well as
ample supply from other reliable manufacturers, or to give up the hope
of acting as one of the companymain brand - carriersin the district .
A nother visible danger is that other marketing strategies being constant ,
manufacturerswould acceleratethe rate of brand switching- out due to
their own failing in marketinglogistics. O n the other hand , manufact-
urers are in an absolutely unfavourableposition in stocking too much
of their soya in retailers ' storerooms, for this only means granting
them longer terms of credit , which is an undesirablephenomenonas far
as business operation is concerned.
M r . P . Y . K wan , S ecretaryof the H ong K ong K owloonS auceP reserved
F ruit A malgamatedE mployersA ssociation, commentedhat local manufact-
urers are absolutely blind about the selling condition of their
client - outlets . T hey always oversupplyor undersupplythem with
a fluctuatingdelivery. I t is for this reasonthat most of the C olony ' s
soy selling establishaentsmaintain a close relation with the suppliers
of the C hina - madeS uperiorS oy , the best soy sellerin H ong K ong , in
order to obtain uninterrupteddelivery, that is why H ong - K ong - made soya
are losing their markets in a gradual manner .
2 D uringinterviewwith the writer, M r . Y . C . T am of the K oon C hun S oy
C ompany stated that by operationcustom of this trade generallyretail -
ers pay their bills not less than 2 0 days after goods delivery, and
the total sum of paymentmust be made within 4 5 days . T he exact pay
day varies and it dependson how many the retailer can clear his
inventoryin that period . I t is almost understandableto both parties
that larger quantity of goods supplied will be paid some more days after
delivery . S o that the retailer can be more financiallyfree to handle
larger volume of inventoryof that brand .
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I n considerationof these disadvantages, a manufacturershould keep
a close eye on the consumptionrate of the consumerson the whole and
work out a sound logistics network suitable for the nature and require -
vents of the areas which are not homogeneousin soy usage due to the
variations in various demographiccharacteristics. T hen he may place
his product in a better positionto compete.
T he research comes to the following importantfindings in this
respect. T he X 2 ( see A ppendixE . T ables2 0 - 2 7 ) revealthat thereis
a relationshipbetween soy consumptionin terms of number of bottles
per month per family and the areas surveyed: in urban areas , the average
family monthly consumptionfalls within the range from one bottle to
three , and a heavy buy is consideredto be two bottles . E xpressedin
interval of purchase terms , we get the idea that generally consumers
would replenish their soya from within ten days of purchase to after
a month , with most likely possibilityof fiften days . I n rural areas ,
the consumptionpattern and the interval of replenishingare slightly
different. T he quantitiesof soy used tend to be larger , and theoretic-
ally the intervalof replenishingmust be shorter . A s a matter of fact ,
to some familiesbuying salesman' s soya , this is not always the case .
T heir rate of consumptionis as usual as others ' , but they have longer
intervals to replenish . A ctually , salesmenvisit these families once
a month or less frequently, leaving them several bottles of soya per
trip , and collect and count the empty bottles as a basis for asking for
payment . D espite the existenceof the business transactionof this sort
in the N ew T erritories, the whole picture in associationwith frequency
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of replenishing will not be distorted, for only 3.4 per cent of tine
surveyed families consume the soys in this manner. By and large, rural
families, on the average, consume more soys than the families in Hong
Kong and Kowloon do, and of course, the frequency of purchase of the
former households is comparatively higher.
Through X2 tests, another significant finding is that family's
soy consumption is closely related to its size. Larger quantity is
consumed by the families with larger size. This is true in both surveyed
areas. But obsevation of the data with their related percentage presents
another finding, that the family size in rural areas seems to be bigger,
and this finding may be extremely useful to explain the reason why rural
households on the average consume more soys, and why those in urban areas
consume fewer.
The statistical tests of independence by means of Chi Square
analysis show that average family consumption does not have any link
with the other demographic variables. This means that no matter from
which province the family originates, how large its monthly income is,
which educational level its family head reaches, and which profession
the father of the family holds, these variables will not produce any
effect on the quantity of soy consumption. That is to say, given that
two families are of the same size, the quantities of their soy consump-
tion should not be significantly different.
1Information comes from Table 3-2 of Chapter Three
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T o conclude, it is about time for a soy manufacturerto make
a quick review of his existing logistics networks covering either urban
areas or rural districts, or both , and see if all of the networksare
in a sound operationalcondition. I f not , he should go deeper in
investigatingwhat the causes are behind the deficiency. I s it due to
the shortageof productioncapacity? or is it for the sake of under -
supplyin the N ew T erritoriesor of oversupplyin H ong K ong and K owloon?
or is it on account of the failure in monitoringthe retailers' sales
and inventorysituation ? A ll of these critical questionsare vital to
the survival and prosperityof the soy manufacturers. I f getting
a strong footing in this highly competitivemarket is their dream , the
soy manufacturersshould tackle seriously the above questions and give
satisfactoryanswers by means of actions .
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5.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
5.1 General Market Situation
Because of the highly dense and growing population of over four
million, there is no doubt that there is a great opportunity for local
soy manufacturers, and for the foreign manufacturers as well. Before
the entrance of foreign competitors, a host of family-type soy
manufacturing concerns flourished and played a dominant role in
producing soys for the consumption of local residents. However, they
no longer predominate now that Chinese and Japanese soys are imported,
The introduction of these imports of course increased the pressure of
competition, and it forced some of the local manufacturers out of
business. Most of the remaining ones have either to seek market
potentials in foreign communities or to diversify their products to
a great extent, as a means for survival. At least two of thocal
companies have taken such action to survive--Amoy Canning Corporation
( HK) Ltd., and Tung Chun Soy Company have developed into large-
scale operations, and as a result of rapid expansion have made a good
entrenchment in the market.
5.2 Brand Share
Our questionnaire survey shows that more than half of the total
market has been taken by the imported Chinese soy with the brand name,
Pearl River Bridge SuDerior Soy." Next come Amoy and Tung Chun soys
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T he J apanesesoya do not seem to be welcomedby the local community
and obtaineda very small market share . F urthermore, all those brands
not mentioned, capturedless than 1 0 per cent share of market , and they
appearto be more popularin the N ew T erritoriesthan in H ong K ong and
K owloon.
A moy S oy was found to sell more successfullyin urban areas than
in the rural areas . T his situationwas also true with T ung C hun S oy .
O bviously , an immediatereview of their marketingstrategiesand
promotionaltactics for the N ew T erritoriesmarket is a must .
5 . 2 . 1 E ducationand B rand P reference
T he differencein family , representedby the father ' s education-
al backgroundseems to be a factor with substantialimpact on brand
preference. O ur survey unveiledan interestingfact that S uperior S oy
is widely acceptedby the less well - educatedfamilies. I n contrast,
both A moy S oy and J apaneseoy with the brandname , K ikko M an are
popular among families in the better - educatedstratum . T here did not
seem to be any obvious link between educationalbackgroundand a pref -
erencefor either T u = C hun S o or other brandsnot mentioned.
5 . 3 B randS witch
O ur survey showed that brand switchingis actually not common
in these consumers' buying habits . H owever , the answersto questions
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designed for the purpose of finding out consumers' attitudes toward
brand loyalty showed that nearly half of the respondentsare not loyal
to any particularbrand . T his finding by itself providesa strong
basis for manufacturersto devise more promotionalcampaigns and to
adopt more tailor - made marketingstrategiesto trigger off brand
defectionin their favour , or to work out countermeasuresto slow down
the rate of switchingaway from their brand .
T he factors such as poor flavour , higher price , unreliable
quality , and the frequent unavailabilityof the shopped - for brand are
likely to cause a consumerto change his brand preference. M anufact -
urers and marketing people concerned should review without hesitation
their productionas well as other policies regarding pricing , channels
of distribution, and logistics . I ndeed , their success in attracting
new customers and in preventing the switching away of unstablebuyers
is entirely dependent on their understandingof these variables and
on their employmentof effective counteractions cope with them .
T hose who showed no brand loyalty usually based their choice
on the followingcriteria : the most popular brand , the cheapestprice ,
random selection , or recommendationsby shop assistants when their
requiredbrand is out of stock . H owever, in the N ew T erritories,
consumersare inclined to accept what are recommendedto them . I t is
the writer ' s opinion that their willingnessto accept the shop
assistant ' s recommendationsis the result of the close relationship
already built between them .
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5 . 4 S hop L oyaltyV ersusB rand L oyalty
A s far as shop preferenceand brand preferenceare concerned,
there is an apparent distinction between preference and geographical
areas . I n the N ew T erritories, consumerss em to be more loyal to the
shop than to the brand . T his is less apparenti H ong K ong and K owloon.
P atronagemotive is an inner urge that moves or promptsa
consumerto purchasea product from one dealer or store rather than
another . T o soy consumers, convenienceis the price reason for buying
at grocer ' s shop , store , departmentstore , or supermarket. B ut buying
in the market is chiefly based on gettingit at a cheaperprice . I n
the rural area , the reliable and almost friendly service of the sales -
men inducesthe consumerto buy their B oys .
5 . 5 C onsumer' s P roductM otives
U nderstandingconsumer' s product motives can be a great benefit
to manufacturers. T he successor lack of successof a companyis
closely related to its ability to meet the consumers' real needs .
F urther , a manufacturershould know clearly the unique characteristic( s )
of his own productsand also those of his competitors. I n addition, he
should understandto a great extent consumers' attitudes toward the
product characteristicsof each brand including his own , their likes
and dislikes with respect to packaging, label design , size of
containerand price .
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5 . 5 . 1 P roductC haracteristics
O n the whole , the consumers' attitudetowardS uperiorS oy was
quite different from other brands . T hey regardedit as being less
dark in colour and containinga lower level of sugar . T he extent to
which these two properties are accountablefor its success in winning
consumer' s preferenceremainsto be determined. H owever , local
manufacturersshould not ignore the importance of these characteristics.
5 . 5 . 2 P ackaginga d the S ize of the C ontainer
A s for packaging, glass bottles are still by far the most popular.
H owever , other types should be also seriouslyconsidered, especiallyfor
the N ew T erritoriesmarket . A significantportion of the consumersin
this part of the C olony welcomeplastic bottles and wooden buckets to
hold their soya . I n fact , they are in favour of containerswith a larger
containing capacity .
5 . 5 . 3 L abelD esign
L abel appeal exercisesa big influenceon consumers' brand
selection, and stands as a silent advertisementon the shelf . D espite
its importance, local manufacturersseem reluctant to care much about
their label designs. A ccordingto consumers' opinions, S uperior S oy
has the most attractivelabel , which , in the writer ' s opinion, con -
tributesmost to its successin the H ong K ong market.
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5 . 5 . 4 P rice
A low - price policy is advantageous, and it is a wise policy in
local soy marketing. T he successof S uperiorS oy , A nnoy S ilver L abel
S oya S auce and T ung C hun G olden S oy confirmsthis . T he importanceof
the low price of the product in consumers' product motives remains to
be determined. H owever , its influenceon soy consumers' brand select -
in i i nra 1 v there_
5 . 6 T he B uyingP atternof the S oy C onsumer
B esides patronageand product motives , a manufacturershould
pay equal attentionto the buying pattern of his customers. W ho makes
the brand selectiondecision? W ho makes the physicalpurchase? W here
do they buy ? H ow much would they consumein a period of one month ?
A ll of these questionsare critical to the selection of promotional
media , advertisingappeals , channels of distributionand the formation
and appraisal of the marketing logistics . A sound marketing programme
is one that is worked out on the basis of matchingthe buying
pattern.
5 . 6 . 1 T he D ecider
I n the whole C olony , the housewifeplays the most significant
role in making soy purchasedecisions. O ther family membersappear to
be less importanti this respect. H owever, in the N ew T erritories,
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father seems to be another prominentfamily figure to make decision .
B esides the parents , children occasionallyact as potential deciders
or major decision- influencersin the family .
: L ' nere is a oi . g aia T iuctilonu T weenaeciuezau uroauasia rura . L
areas as far as age is concerned. D ecidersin rural areas seem to
cluster in the old age group , while those in urban areas are comparative-
ly younger. B oth of them have one attributein common: they are general-
lv less well - educated.
M ass communicationmedia are regarded not as being very influent -
ial on a decider' s decisionmakingprocess. O nly a quarterof all
deciders responded that the formation of their decisions is really
affectedby advertisingon the media . A mong the soy - advertisingmedia ,
T . V . is widely adoptedby the manufacturersto carry out the function
of soy promotion. N ewspapersa e also used , but radio seems to be
neglectedby most of the manufacturers. E xcept for S uperiorS oy , no
other brands actively tried to influence their consumersvia this medium .
5 . 6 . 2 T he A ctualP urchaser
A s a matter of fact , housewivesfulfill a dual functionin family
buying . T hey are not only the chief deciders, but also the actual buyers .
N evertheless, a substantialportion ( in the N ew T erritories, an almost
equal portion ) of the buying is assignedto the children. F ather as
a second decision maker in the family actually makes few physical purchases.
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5 . 6 . 3 W herethe C onsumersB uy S oy
A mong the outlets where soys are availablefor sale , groceries
are the most outstandingtype , which sell a large volume of soy products
O ther outlets such as stores and markets also attract a substantial
portion of purchases. T he salesmanas soy selling medium is indeed
not popularin the urban areas of H ong K ong and K owloon, but he is
in the N ew T erritories, where supermarketsand departmentstores do
not exist . T hus . no sov purchasei made at these outlets.
A further study reveals that those less well - educatedand less
well - to - do familiesgenerallyprefer to buy their soya at groceriesand
marketsrather than at other outlets . I n the urban areas , outlets such
as stores , supermarketsand departmentstores are frequentedmore for
soys by those socially classifiedas more better - educated, and who are
morewell- to - do .
5 . 6 . 4 F amilyS oy C onsumption
F amily soy consumptionis quite different in the two surveyed
areas . A pparently, due to the larger averagesize of rural families,
the quantityof sot ' s consumedby a rural family is larger than that
consumedby an urban family . I n other words , the frequencyof purchase
of the former is comparativelyhigher .
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5 . 7 O ther I nterview- basedF indings
5 . 7 . 1 D eliveryof S oy to O utlets
A s a matter of practice , local manufacturersare turning a blind
eye to the sales conditionof their client - outlets . T hey pay no serious
attention to their clients ' inventory situation , and they deliver their
suppliesirregularly. I n fact , their failure to keep a close liaison
with the outlets makes them lose a lot of customersto S uperiorS oy .
M ore serious, it is becauseof their taking little care of outlets '
replenishmentthat they invite bigger competition by forcing these
outlets to cling to the suppliersof S uperior S oy , who promiseuninter -
runtpddpl 7 very
5 . 7 . 2 T ermsof P aymentfor R etailers
F rom a businesspoint of view , the terms of paymentare the
critical point in supplier - retailer relations , and they also decide
which brand a retailer is inclinedto carry to promote. I t is the
writer ' s opinionthat S uperiorS oy ' s successis mainly attributableto
the suppliers ' willingnessto grant easy terms and longer payment
permission. B ecause of its availabilityin most outlets in the C olony ,
S uperior S oy can easily reach every family and continueto build up its
firm positionin the market . T herefore, an immediater view of their
relationshipwith their client - outlets should be an urgent matter for
manufacturers.
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5 . 8 C onclusion
T o alter an unfavourablesituationis not an easy thing , and it
is not somethingto be achieved overnight. L ocal soy manufacturers
will not be able to deal the strongestcompetitor, S uperiorS oy , a heavy
blow unless they know their consumersfirst . M oreover , it is impossible
for them to work out any sound marketingprogrammed signed to cope with
the threatening competition without fully understandingconsumers ' brand
switchingbehavior , patronageand product motives , and buying pattern .
I t is impossiblefor the writer to draw up fixed guidelinesfor local
soy manufacturersto gain a better position in terms of market competit -
ion to design such a vast programmeis out of the scope of this thesis .
H owever , a rough frameworkegardingsoy consumer' s buying behaviorhas
been built up in the precedingchapters, and a series of importantmarket -
ing considerationshas been presentedto urge and to help producerstake
quick and appropriatection . I n closing , the writer wishes to point
out that this thesis by no means representsa completeanalysis of soy




BOUNDARY DEFINITIONSOF AREAS SURVEYED
A . H ong K ong I sland
includesthe slandsof H ong K ong , A p L ei C hau and G reen
I sland.
B e K owloon
a . K owloonP eninsula
T he area boundedon the north by B oundaryS treet from
west to east , then eastwardsfrom the junctionof
B oundaryS treet and P rince E dwardR oad and along P rince
E dwardR oad up to , but excluding, the A irport , then in
a southerlydirectionalong O lympic A venue to the east -
ern end of S ung W ong T oi R oad .
b . N ew K owloon
T he area boundedon the south by B oundaryS treet , on the
west by the waterfrontt a point at K wai C hung R oad and
to a pointat C astleP eak R oad northwestof K au W a K eng .
F rom this point southeasterlyto K au W a K eng then north -
easterlyto the top of B eacon H ill and along the K owloon
F oothillsto the northernnd of F ei N go S han R oad . T he
easternboundarygoes from the northernend of F iai N go
S han R oad to the junctionf C lear W ater B ay R oad and
A ndersonR oad . F rom here the boundarycontinuesin
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a southeasterlydirectionto ro L am xoaa , up T o alu
includingR ennie ' s M ill . S tonecutter' s I sland is included
in the area of N ew K owloon.
C . N ew T erritories
T he area boundedon the north by the international
boundarybetweenH ong K ong and S ham C hun in C hina , and on
he south by the northernboundaryof N ew K owloon. T he
L slandsof L antau, P eng C hau , C heungC hau and L ammare
includedin the araa of the N e T erritories.
S ource: H ong K ong P opulationnd H ousingC ensus, 1 9 7 1 ,





I . D. N o .
D ate
A rea / D istrict
H ello!
I should like to take a few minutesM y nameis
of Y our time to ask you some questionsabout the soya sauce purchase
and consumptionof your family . Y our cooperazivais gavj 6 j
appreciated. A ll responsesare strictly confidential.
51 . I n your family . the decisionof purchasingoya sauce is
mostly based on the opinionsof
(1)housewife
( 2)family head ( father )
( 3)grandnarents ( 4 )
children
( 5)maid - servant( or amah ) ( 6 )
others
61 . 1 D ecisionmaker ' s educationalbackground
( 1)uneducated





71 . 2 D ecisionmaker' s age group
( 1)under1 0
( 2 )1 0 - 1 9
(3)2 0 - 2 9
( 4 )3 0 . - 5 9
(5)4 0 - 4 9
( 6 )5 0 and over
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3. Which brand does your family now favour?
What is its containing capacity?
How much does it cost?




Per MonthPerBrand small sizebig size (Unit: Bottle)I Bottle I(21 F1.Oz.) (11.F1.OZ)
(1)Amoy Sang Chau Soya Sauce (o)
l3)(2)nperior Soy
(5)(14)1Cikko Man Soy Sauce
(7)tang Chun Sang Chau Soy (6)
-M
(7)there







(6)sent in by salestflax
154.1 For which of the following reasons do you often patronize
this selling extablishment?(. check one please)
because of
(1)convenience
(2)rood service rendered wasnuffm
considerably cheaper price 11
a good variety or oranas To cnoose (4)






5. Would you please specify the following characteristics of the soya
sauce of the brand your family favours?
161. COLOUR




poor flavour80-80good flavour very poorvery good
flavourflavour
1)(2)(5) ( ) (3)
183. DEGREE OF CONTAINING SALT
not saltynot saltyjust madevery saltyvery ver
at allsalty
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)
19DEGREE OF CONTAINING SUGAR
not sweetnot sweetjust madevery sweetvery very
at allsweet
1)(2)(3)(4)(5)
206. Has your family shifted to another brand in the past six month?
(1)( go toQ.6.1)yes
(2)no
216.1 For which of the following reasons has your family shifted























238. What will the purchaser do if he/she discovers that
tho brand he/she patronizes is Just oit of stock
go to another shop to buy the
sov with the same brand name (1)
wait for several days and go
back to the same shop for
(2)the same brand
choose other brand in the
(3) (go to Q. 8.1)same shop
248.1 On what basis he/she decides to select this brand?
( check one please)
(1)price cheapest
(2)price highest
(3)the most beautiful package (4)the largest quantity on display




259. Is decision maker's purchasing decision often influenced by
advertisements?
(1) (go to Q. 9.1)yes
(2)no






FOR THE PURPOSE OF ANALYZING THE`-RESULTS OF THIS SURVEY, WOULD XUU
PLEASE TELL US:
2710. The family head( father) is
1)Cantonese
Non-Cantonese
2810.1 In what type of work is the main income earner in






















































SAMPLE SIZE, SAMPLING FRACTION, AND SAMPLE DISTRIBUTION
Table 1
Sample Size and the Sampling Fraction
19711
(2) TT (4) (5)=(4)/(2)(1)
No. of Domestic No. of DomesticPersons Per
SamplingSo. Kilometre HouseholdsSurveyed Areas Households
Fraction( Population) ( Sample)
Urban Areas:
14612,809 26% 0.066%Hong Kong Island 222, 940
42,859Kowloon 0.066%487, 959 58% 325
Rural Areas:
16%135,771New Territories 89 0.066%7.27
Total 100%846, 670 560
Source: Hong Kong Population and Housing Census, 1971,




Sample Distribution of 471 Households
in the Urban Areas







10,251Mid-Levels & PokFuLam 75%
1%2,262Peak 3
16% 23Wan Chi 369682
1421,808 9%Tai Hang
18% 2641,486North Point







11%Yau Ma Tei 3555,46o
2946,353Mong Kok 9%
10%Hung Hom 3248, 949
10Ho Man Tin 14,481 3%
119Sub-total 379184,935
New Kowloon
14% 45Cheung Sha Wan 67,523
8% 26Shek Kip Mei 37,506
41%4,502Kowloon Tong
Kai Tak (Kowloon
City is included) 71105,965 22%
45,580 9%Ngau Tau Kok 30




Source: Hong Kong Population and Housing Census, 1971,
Census and Statistics Department, Hong Kong, p.184
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Table 3
Sample Distribution of 89 Households
in the Rural Areas
1971 1




Tsuen Wan 54,790 36
Yuen Long 26% 2335,321
Tai Po 25% 2233,712
Islands 8,o45 6% 5
Sai rung 3,903 3% 3
Total 135,771 100% 89
1Source: Hong Kong Population and Housing Census, 1971,






















Hong Kong Island: 146 households
Kowloon: 325 households
Rural Area
New Territories: 89 households
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APPENDIXD
I . CONSUMERS' POSSIBLEREACTIONSIN RESPONSE
TO THE ABSENCEOF THEIR FAVOURITEBRANDS
IN THE SELLING OUTLETS THEY PATRONIZE
A great deal of informationconcerningconsumers' patronage
motivesi introducedin C hapterT hree . T o go a step further, we
should know something about their possible reactions if they discover
that the brand they buy is temporarilyout of stock in the shop they
patronize. I n effect , the purposeof this investigationis to try to
understandconsumers' intensity in both brand and shop loyalty , and
to decide which one is more influentialon their buying behavior. I n
order to minimize the influence of subjectivenesscaused by interview -
ers ' assistanceto the intervieweesin respondingand to get rid of
the variation resulting from interviewees' subjective consciousness,
the writer decided to employ the techniqueof structuredbut disguis -
ed questioningto seek the respondents' " true " responses:
( 1 ) S uggestedR esponse1 : " go to anothershop to buy the
soy with the same brand name " - - A responseof this kind
means that consumersare loyal to the brand rather than
to the shop.
( 2 ) S uggestedR esponse2 : wait for severaldays and go
back to the same shop for the same brand - - T his implies
that consumersa e loyal to both .
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C 3 ) S uggestedR esponse3 : chooseanotherbrand in the same
shop - - T his responsedistinctlystates that consumersare
loyal to the shop only insteadof the brand .
A number of importantfindings is presentedas follows : O ver
half of the respondentsin the rural districts stressed that they
would choose another brand in the shop where they are told that their
requiredbrand is temporarilyout of stock ( 5 5 per cent ) , another
2 8 . 8 per cent of the respondentsstated that they are willing to wait
for a few days , then return for the same brand . I t seems that people
living in the N ew T erritoriesare reluctantto go to anothershop for
their required brands unless they have a strong preferencefor their
sot ' s . T hroughoutt e survey, only 1 6 . 2 peg cent of the rural house-
holds interviewedexpressed the view that they buy particular brands
for a certain reason . I n short , from the percentageof total respons-
es , the writer can sum up that the intensityof shop patronagein the
N ew T erritoriesis much strongerthan that of brand preference. T he
writer feels this is due to the strong ties betweenthe shop and the
patrons residing nearby .
I n the urban districtsof H ong K ong and K owloon, the pictureis
not quite the same . H ere , consumersseem much more concernedabout
their brands of preference. T hey do not restrict their buying to one
particularoutlet . I nstead , they are prone to shifting their purchase
focus from one shop to another in search for what they really need .
( 4 4 per cent ) . I n spite of this , a significantnumberof urban
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Table 1
Consumers' Possible Reactions in Response
to the Absence of Their Favourite Brands
wait for several days
and go back to the choose anothergo to another shop
Totalbrand in thesame shop for theto buy the soy with
same brand same shopthe same brand name
%No. No. No.No. 7
46.4131 154 100.014.2Housewife 47 33239.4
17.943 49 43.8 112Family head 100.02038.3
10 1 4Grandparents 66.6 15 100.06.7 26.7
Children 11.920 100.033.9 7 32 54.2 59
Maid servant 0 0.0 2 100.028.671.45 7
Others 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0




Consumers' Possible Reactions in Response
to the Absence of Their Favourite Brands
( Hong Kong Kowloon)
wait for several days
choose anotherand go back to thego to another shop
Totalbrand in thesame shop for the sameto buy the soy with
same shopbrandthe same brand name
NoNo.No.No. 70
45.3130 100.028711.543.2124Housewife 33
100.014 15.9 40.943.2 88Family head 3638
100.016.7 1210 0 0.0 283.3Grandparents
100.0Children 19 27 519.8 52.9537.3
100.00 28.6Maid servant 0.0 2 771.45
0Others 0.0 0 0 0.0 0.00 0.0




Consumers' Possible Reactions in Response
to the Absence of Their Favourite Brands
( New Territories)
wait for several
choose anotherdays and go backgo to another shop
Totalbrand in theto the same shopto buy the soy with
for the same brand same shopthe same brand name
% No,No.No.No. %70
100.014 4515.6 24Housewife 53.37 31.1
13 100.0246 25.020.8Family head 51.25
100.01 66.70.0 2Grandparents 0 333.3
100.012.5 8Children 1 2 25.0 62.55
Maid servant 0 0 0.0 0 0.00.0 0.0 0
Others 0 0.0 0.00.0 0 0 00.0
Total 13 16.2 100.04423 8028.8 55.0
%
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residentstill patronizetheir shops of frequentbuying ( 4 4 . 3 per
cent ) , but they are not so loyal to both their brandsand shops at
the sametime ( 1 1 . 7 per cent ) . T o conclude, it is the writer' s
opinion that the intensity of urban residents' shop patronageis as
strong as their brand loyalty .
II . FACTORSTHAT AFFECTCONSUMER' S
SELECTION FOR SUBSTITUTEBRANDS
W hat criteria would the consumersuse to select a substitute
brand if they could not obtain the one they want ? T o find the answers
to this interestingquestion , the writer chose a set of pretested
criteria and presented in a structured and nondisguisedquestioning
form to the interviewees, asking each of them to pick out one factor ,
which he thinks is the most influentialin promptinghim to buy
a substitutebrand . T hese criteria include
1. cheapest price
2. highest price
3 . the most beautifulpackage
4 . the largest quantity on display
the most popular brand5 .
6 . recommendedby . the shopkeeper
7 . buy at random
8 . others
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A ll the findingsare summarizedin T able 4 exhibitedoe . LOW *
O bviously, the most popular brands of soy are the ones consuoers
usually choose to take the place of the one they originallywanted .
in H ong K ong and K owloon( 3 9 . 1 per cent ) . T hus , thereis no doubt
that an aggrssive advertising campaign could easily bring about
fruitful results to most famous brand soy producers in the marketing
of their products . B y means of extensiveadvertisingactivities,
producerscan project to the consumer. a strong image , which latter on
may turn out to be the buyingstimulusfor their brand of soy . I n so
doing , producersnot only can stabilize their patrons , but also
they can obtain new customersdefectingfrom other brands . E special -
ly to those whose brand preferenceis unstable , effective advertising
is a powerful means of triggeringoff their brand defection.
cheapest price comes as the second major cause of crana
switching( 2 6 . 9 per cent ) . A s a matterof fact , it is naturalfor
consumersto buy a bottle priced cheapestin the shop to meet their
present urgent needs . G enerally consumersof this sort are either
price - consciousor less willing to change their favourite brands .
T heir purpose in buying a cheapestpriced one is just for temporary
use.
S ometimesconsumersdo not want to make a complicateddecision
for just one bottle of soy , which is insignificantcomparedwith their
daily buys . T his kind of consumer, generallypicks up one bottle at
random( 1 0 . 2 per cent ) or welcomethe recommendationsmade by the
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shopkeepers( 7 . 1 per cent ) , who can also influenceonsumers- way
of selectingbrands through their persuasions. A s a matter of
practice, it is a big task for producersor for marketingpeople to
win the co - operationof their retail outlets . T hereforea lot should
be done to improve the relationshipbetween the two parties , and
a firm pledge or profit , as well as services, should be offered to
win blient - retailers ' nod in promotingand recommendingthe products.
I n the rural districtsof the N ew T erritories, consumers' ways
of choosing substitute brands are quite similar to their counterparts
in the urban districts. B ut more respondentsin the N ew T erritories
indicated that they are pleased tgfiave shopkeepers make recommendations
rather than to make a decisionof their own , or to buy randomly.
P erhaps , this is due to the fact that a close relationshiphas already
been establishedbetween them , so that the consumersare more inclined
to acceptwhat the shopkeeperr commendsto them ( 3 6 . 4 per cent ) .
H owever, 2 9 . 5 per cent would like to choosepopularbrandsfor
substitution, and 1 5 . 9 per cenkhoughtthat cheapestprice is their
importantreasonfor choosingbrands. A nother1 1 . 4 per cent didn ' t
not base on any criterionbut to buy at random.
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Table 4
Factors That Affect Consumers'




24.915.9 6026.9 753Cheapest price
80.004.1 3.38Highest price
131 2.212 5.46.1Beautiful package
2.10.002.5 5Largest quantity on display 5
13 29.6 90 37.3Most popular brand 77 39.1
12.41614 3036.4Recommended by shopkeeper 7.1






CONSUMER'S SOY BUYING PATTERN
Table 1
The Distribution of Decision
Makers of the Surveyed Areas
Hong Kong Kowloon New Territories Total
No.No. No. 10
Housewife 287 64.5 45 63.256.2 332
Family head 19.888 11224 21.330.0
Grandparents 12 2.6 15 2.93 3.8
Children 11.5 10.08 11.251 59
Maid servant 1.6 0 0.0 1.47 7
Others 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0




Decision Maker's Aae Distribution
Total40-4910-19 20-29 50 and overunder 10 30-39
%% No. % No.NoNo.No.NoNo.
100.015.421.928.4 1060.0 8 2,40 33273 5131.9Housewife 94
112 100.013.41513 11.6 441.80.0 20 33.938Family head 39.3
15 100.0111 20.06.70.0 0 0.00Grandparents 0 0.0 73.33
100.00 0.062.7 0.013.6 02812Children 20.3 593.437
14.2 100.0142.914.31 2 28.60 0.00 0.0Maid servant 73
0.00 0.0 00.00.00 0.0 0 0Others 0 0.0 0 0.0





Decision Maker's Age Distribution
( Hong Kong and Kowloon)
Total50 and over40-4910-19 20-29under 10 30-39
% N, No.No.No.No.No. %No, 70
10.819.5 287 100.01012.40.00Housewife 3156927 32.1 35.2
13.612 88 100.021 23.911 12.5 42 47.70 0.0 2 2.3Family head
12 100.01 8 66.78.3 25.00.00.0 000 0.0Grandparents 3
100.00.0 0 0.013.7 4.0 013.7 238.6Children 5177 35
1 100.014.31 14.3 42.82 28.60 0.0 0 0.0Maid servant 73
0.0 0 0.00 0.0 0 0.0 0Others 0 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0
13.716.5Total 10.0 111 61 445 100.01.6 25.0 14844 747 33.2
% % % %
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Table 4
Decision Maker's Age Distribution
( New Territories)
Totaland over40-49 5020-2910-19 30-39under 10
No.No.No.NoNo. %No. %No.
100.04544.4201711.24,421 37.82.20.0 50Housewife





100.040 8025.0208.86.2Total 50.06.2 73.8 535
% % % % %
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Table 5
Decision Maker's Education Distribution
secondary graduatepoly-primary
Totalschooluniversitytechnicschoolschooluneducated
% No.No. %No.No.No.No.No. %
100.00.001.2411 33223.847.3 3.324.4 15781 79Housewife
112 100.01.7 0.0026.34323.2 726 30.4Family head 3438.3
15 100.00.000 0.00.013.3 0220,010 66.7Grandparents 3
100.00 0.02417 6.828.8 593.42Children 57.6345.4









Decision Maker's Education Distribution
( Hong Kong and Kowloon)
secondary graduatepoly-primary
technic universityschoolschooluneducated school Total
%No. No, No.No No. No.No. %
141 49.1 11 1.4Housewife 420.2 25.4 0 0.0 287 100.058 73 3.8
15 17.0 41.0Family head 28 8.0 2 2.2 0 0.0 88 100.0736 31.8
Grandparents 2 0 12 100.00.0 0 0.0 0 0.07 58.3 3 25.0
Children 2 12 4
16
100.02 0 0.03.9 31 61.0 7.8 3.8 51
Maid servant 42.82 28.6 2 28.6 0 0.0 0 100.00.0 0 0.03 7
Others 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0. 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
18.9Total 84 214 48.1 117 1.926.3 1.822 8 0.0 445 100.00
23.5
% % % % %
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Table 7




No.No.No. No.No. %No.No. %
6 13.3 100.00 0.0 4516 0.0 0 0.0023Housewife 35.651.1
45.8 100.00 0.0 2411 6 25.0 0.0 0 0.0 029.2Family head 7
100.0100.0 0 0 00 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0Grandparents 33
0.0 0 0.0 0.0 80 0.0 62.5 0 0Children 537.53 100.O
0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0Maid servant 0.0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0
00 O.0Others 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 00 0.0
17 0Total 46.3 26 21.2 100.00.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 8037 32.5
% % % % %
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Table 8
Decision Maker's Decision is Affedted by




100.0445116 26.0 32S 74.0Kowloon
100.0805827.522 72.5New Territories
100.0Total 138 26.3 73.5 525387
There is no relationship between surveyed areasThe null hypothesis:
where decision maker resides and the influence
of the advertising of the mass communication
media.
Degree of freedom: (2-1) (2-1)= 1
Level of significance: 5%
Rejection region: X2 3.84
Calculated Chi Square value: 0.076
Outcome: Accept the hypothesis
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Table 9
The Impact of the Mass Communication Media on the






12 100.0100.0 6 60.0 8947 0.0 64.5T. V. 024 35.0
40.00 48.o 4Newspaper 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 26.833 37
Magazine 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0
12 17.0Radio 0 0.0 120 0.0 0 0.0 0 8.70.0
nTotal 100.0 69 100.0 1247 100.0 100.0 100.0 138 100.0
% % % % %
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Table 10
The Distribution of Actual Purchasers
of the Surveyed Areas
TotalNew TerritoriesHong Kong Kowloon
%% No.No.No. %
48.225346.348.5216Housewife 37
6.127 5.7Family head 303.73
418.5 7.8Grandparents 3.7338
17043.8135 32.4Children 3530.3





Relationship Between Place to Buy




11113.5 21.1106 21.7Store 5
17 29045.9273Grocery 55.255.9
13.54.7 2823Supermarket 5.35
18117 2.7Department store 3.43.5
1816 2Salesman 5.4 3.43.5
100.0100.0100.0Total 488 52537
The null hypothesis: There is no relationship between
place to buy and father's native province.
Degree of freedom: (6-1)(2-1)= 5
Level of significance: 5%
Rejection region: X2, 11.07
Calculated Chi Square value: 5.09
Outcome: Accept the hypothesis
30
Table 12
Relationship Between Place to Buy
and Father's Profession
gov't employblue-white-profes-
Totalee or service- otherscollarcollarsionalBusinessfarming Mia1
%% % No.No.No. 70No.No.No.No.No.
10.513 60 11.4414.011.6 1119112.910 9.32Market 5.69.5
29.3 111 21.121.0 3620.216.7 21.3 1614.34.7 11 91Store 353
49.6 290 55.2234411 61.1 95 54.0 6115 55.757.9Grocery 53.271.4 41
4.9 2866.91 5.360 0.0 39 5.5 3.8Supermarket 35.67.8
184.8 2.41.2 22.511.0 22 3.420.00 3Department store 9.17
184.8 424 2.40.014.3 2.6 02 3.43.3Salesman 3 3.83
123 100.0 525 100.Total 21 100.0 77 100.0 18 100.0 164 100.0 79 100.0 43 100.0
The null hypothesis: There is no relationship between place to buy
and father's profession
Degree of freedom: (6-7)(7-1)= 30
Level of significance: 5%
Rejection region: x2, 43.80
Calculated Chi Square value: 23.51
Outcome: Accept the hypothesis
% % % %
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Table 13
Relationship Between Place to Buy




11.4600.0011.1 215.2 5.62514.0 22 38 9.3Market
4 111 21.1147.21714.8 50.024.316.9 404015.59Store
0 0.0 29011 55.230.58962.8 9 33.315.1 149 53.9Grocery 32
280.011.1 04 5.322.2610 4.2 5 3.0Supermarket 5.13
181214.9 3.441.8 50.05.62.562 3Department store 3.4
180.000.0 3.4011.8 3.710 4.24 6.9 3Salesman
100.0 2 100.0 525 100.027 100.0 36100.0 237 100.0 165 100.0Total 58
There is no relationship between place to buyThe null hypothesis:
and father's educational level
Degree of freedom: (6-i)(6-1)= 25
Level of significance: 5%
Rejection region: X2= 37.7
Calculated Chi Square value: 73.98
Outcome: Reject the hypothesis
% % % % %
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Table 14
Relationship Between Place to Buy
and Father's Educational Level
( Hong Kong and Kowloon)
graduatesecondary poly-primary
Totaluniversitytechnicschoolschooluneducated
No,% No.No.No.No. %No. %No.
12.60.00212.5 565.724 16.718.9 20 39.97Market
116 45.7 97 21.812.5 50.024.318.213.5 33537Store 5
0.0 246 55.30118 31.4130 64.0 33.377 53.520 54.1Grocery
6.3280.004 11.425.064.9108.1 3.55Supermarket 3
4.018116.7 24 50.02.0 5.762 3Department store 3.05.4
o.o00.000.000.00 00.00.000.00Salesman





Relationship Between Place to Buy





40.000 0.00 0.0 5.0I 4.81 24.8Market 5.9
14 17.50.001 100.0123.88.84 19.0 33.3Store 53
44 55.00.001 0.00121912 33.3Grocery 57.255.957.2
0.000.000.000.000.000.000.00Supermarket
0.000 0.00.000.000.00.0 000 0.0Department store
O.O 18 22.50.001 014.210 29.44 19.0 33.3Salesman 3
80 100.01 100.0 0.00100.021 100.0Total 21 100.0 34 100 .0 3
% % % %
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Table 16
Relationship Between Place to Buy and Family Size
and over Total86 97532 persons
% No.No,No.No.No.No. % No.No.No.
12.3 60 11.212.3 4 12.5 18 11.3 11 10.516.11 9.8 75Market 955.8
19 18.1 13 25.5 11 19.2 111 21.50 0.0 21 28.86 35.3Store 7 21.8 34 21.4
28 55.0 31 54.3 290 55.217k1.2 20 64.5Grocery 53.1 89 55.9 59 56.239 53.4
48.5 21 61 2 2.7Supermarket 7.1 289 5.39.4 3.93.835.8 3.2
184.8 0.0 21 00.002 11.8Department store 3.5 3.45 3.1 59.? 3.13
0.0n 1R1.94.4 222 2.7 00.0 2 6.5 3.5Salesman 5.8 3.47 3
100.0 100.0100.0100.0 100.0 159 100.0 105 100.017 100.0 31 100.0Total 5751 52573 32
The null hypothesis There is no relationship between place
to buy and family size.
Degree of freedom: (6-1)(8-1)= 35
Level of ,significance: 5%
Rejection region: x2 ≥ 49.8
Calculated Chi Square value: 37.73
Outcome: Accept the hypothesis





Relationship Between Place to Buy and Family Income
over$6,000$5,O00$4,000$3,000under $2,000$1,000
Total$7,000$7,000$6,000$5,000$4,000$3,000$2,000$1,000
% No.No.No.No. %No.No.No. % No. % No.
60 11.41 14.317.6 0.000.000.00 38 13.1 37 11.3 11 12.6Market
111 21.11 14.32 20.06 35.32 20.04 6.5 69 21.2 20 23.0 7 58.3Store
0.0 290 55.200.01 025.0 5.942 68.8 192 58.9 49 56.3 33 30.0Grocery
28 5.32 28.62 20.01 10.0 2 16.74.6410 5 29.42Supermarket 3.13.3
1842.81 10.011.80.01.1 0 3.411 1.6 32.1Department store 3 30.07
n_n 18 3.4011 0.000 0.00.01 10.0 02 2.34 6.6Salesman 3.4
1OO.O 100.0100.017 100.010 100.0 12 100.0 52575'61 100.0 326 100.0 87 100.0Total
The null hypothesis: There is no relationship between place to
buy and family income
Degree of freedom: (6-1)(8-1) 35
Level of significance: 5%
Resection region: X2 49.8
Calculated Chi Square value: 70.16
Outcome: Reject the hypothesis
% % % % %
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Table 18
Relationship Between Place to Buy and Family Income
( Hong Kong and Kowloon)
Over$6,000under $4,000 $5,00O$3,000$2.000$1,000
Total$4.000 $7.000 $7.000$6,000$5,000$3,000$2,000$1,000
% No.No.No.No.No.No. % No % No.No.
1 14.3 12.60 0.00.000.006 15.4 36 12.2 10 13.7 3 20.0 56Market
1 14.31 25.04 26.7z 28.6 2 33.323.1 17 23.22 97 21.8Store 5.1 68
1 14.3 1 06.7 0.0 0 0.0 246 55.32 33.328Grocery
10 1 14.3 Z 28.6 28 6.34 2 33.3 2 50.02Supermarket 5 33.33.45.1 5.5
1 25.0 42.8 18 4001 1 1.4 42.8Department store 0 0.02.4 2 13.32.6 37 3
Salesman 0.00 0.0 0 0.0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0 0.0 0 0.00 0.0 0 0.0
1100.0 294 100.0Total 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 445 100.06 100.0 15 100.39 73 7 7
% % % % % %
71.8 173 58.9 41 56.2
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Table 19
Relationship Between Place to Buy and family Income
( the New Territories)
over$6,000$5,000$4,000$3,000$2,000under $1,000
Total$7,000$6,000$5,O00$4,000$3,000$2,000$1,000
% No. %% No.% No.% No.% No.% No. % No.No. % No.
40.000.000.0 5.000.000.00112 7.23.19.1Market
0.0 14 17.51 100.0 02 100.083.30.0021.41 52 33.19.1Store
0.0 44 55.00.0 000.01 16.72 66.719 8 57.114 63.6 59.4Grocery
0.000.000.00.0 000.00.0 000.000.000.00Supermarket
0.000 0.00 0.00.000.000.000.000 0.00.00Department store
0 0.0 18 22.5O.C00.000.01 011 2 14.34 18.2 33.3Salesman 34.4




Average Monthly consumption or the
Sampled Households of the Surveyed Areas
Interval ofSoy Consumption
TotalNew TerritoriesHong Kong KowloonPurchase(Unit:bottle)
No.No.No. %
122 23.216.213109 24.5about 30 days1
20825 39.641.1183 31.3about 15 days2
130 24.828.723107 24.0about 10 days3
12.510 5.94.7 3121about 7 days4
2.11141.6 5.07about 6 days5
164 3.012 2.7 5.0about 5 days6
1.31.311.3 76about 4 days7 and over
100.0100.0100.0 80 525445Total
There is no relationship between soy consumptionThe null hypothesis:
of households and surveyed areas
Degree of freedom: (7-1)(2-1)= 6
Level of significance: 5%
Rejection region: X2 ≥ 12.59
Calculated Chi Square value: 14.72
Outcome: Reject thghypothesis
'It is assumed that consumers would replace their soya immediately after they have empties the
bottle. Moreover, it is unlikely that consumers would stock up more than on bottle of soy for
the sake of fearing being unable to replenish it, except those families buying soya from
salesmen in the New Territories. Since soya can be obtained from many sources throughout the
Colony, and are not a very vital foodstuff running out of stock, there is no reason for





Relationship Between Soy Consumption
and Father's Native Province
TotalNon-CantoneseCantonese
Soy Consumptio
No. %No. %No. %
122 23.210.84118 24.21
20813 39.6195 40.0 35.22




1.31.0 2 77 and over 5.45
100.0100.0Total 488 100.0 52537
There is no relationship between soy consumptionThe null hypothesis:
and father's native province.
Degree of freedom: (7-1)(2-1)= 6
Level of significance: 5%
Rejection region: X2 12.59
Calculated Chi Square value: 10.64




Relationship Between Soy Consumption
and Father's Profession
gov'tblue-white-profes-Soy Consumption employee TotalOtherscollarcollarsionalbusinessfarming(Unit:bottle) or serviceman
%No.No.No.NoNo.No.No.No.
19.5 122 23.225.6 2427.8 1116.7 43 26.2 2216.928.6 131 6 3
16 31.7 208 39.642.7 29 37.3 3936.748.0 10 55.6 702 7 33.3 37
130 24.827.9 4019.5 20 25.3 12 32.511.0228.62 329.5 223
6.580.0 5.904 3116.7 5.14 944.3 5.64 35.23
11 2.14.961 2.30.04 2.4 00.000.000.005
164.964.6 3.021.8 40.01.3 01 5.10.00 36
1.30.001 2.3 71.8 0.000.0014.3 0.00 3and over 3
123 100.0 525 100.0164 100.0 79 100.0 43 100.021 100.0 77 100.0 18 100.0Total
The null hypothesis: There is no relationship between soy consumption
and father's profession
Degree of freedom: (7-1)(7-1)= 36
Level of significance: 5%
Rejection region: X2 ≥ 51.0
Calculated Chi-Square value: 45.68
Outcome: Accept the hypothesis




Relationship Between Soy Consumption
and Father's Educational Level
graduatesecondary poly-Soy Consumption primary
Totalschooluniversitytechnicschoolschooluneducated(unit:bottle)
%% No.No.No.No.No.No.No. %
122 23.216 16.711 40.7 50.021.821.517 29.3 361 51
208 39.60.0017 47.266 40.0 9 33.3192 97 40.932.8
130 24.811111.1 50.023.6 30.518 33958 24.531.03
0.000.0011.1 31 5.910 6.1180.0 304 7.6
11 2.10.01 02.811.80.824 6.9 3.735
160.000.000.0 3.04.2 00.00 76 9 3.8
1.30.01 02.80.0 704 2.40.820.007 and over
52536 100.0 100.027 100.0 2 100.0165 100.0237 100.0Total 58 100.0
The null hypothesis: There is no relationship between soy consumption
and father's educational level.
Degree of freedom: 30
Level of significance: 5%
Rejection region: X2 ≥ 43.82
Calculated Chi Square value: 40.65
Outcome: Accept the hypothesis
(7-1) (6-1)=
% % % %
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Table 24
Relationship Between Soy Consumption and Family Size
Soy Consumption Total8 9 and over6 74 532 persons(Unit:bottle)
No. No.No.No. No.NoNo.NoNo.
122 223.3211 10.5 10 19.6 3.59.4 40 25.2313 76.5 17 54.8 26 35.61
17 29.8 208 39.665 40.9 43 41.0 23 45.117.6 11 35.5 39 53.4 7 21.92 3
12 21.0 130 24.843.8 9.852.7 17 53.1 45 28.3 4626.51 25.93
15.84 31 5.994 12.5 5.96.8 31 3.85 3.10.004 53.2
11 2.18.80.001 0.6 9.8 50.00 50.000.000.005
1615.811.3 0.9 3.0921.4 0.00 5.91 30.000.006
1.30.0 20.0 71 01 0.6 3 5.30.0 3.900 3.17 and over
105 100.0 51 100.0 57 100.0 525 100.017 100.0 31 100.0 73 100.0 32 100.0 159 100.0Total
The null hypothesis: There is no relationship between soy consumption
and family size
(8-1)(7-1)42Degree of freedom:
Level of significance: 5%
Resection region: X2 = 58.14
Calculated Chi Squre value: 213.70
Outcome: Reject the hypothesis
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Table 25
Relationship Between Soy Consumption and Family Size
( Hong Kong and Kowloon)
Soy Consumption
Total864 9 and c over753(Unit:bottle) 2 persons
%No.No.% No. % No.No.No. % NoNo. % No.
4.4 109 24.528 8.6 10 23.812.012 24 34.811 39 29.31 354.573.3
6 24.0 51 38.3 41 44:0 21 50.0 17 37.0 183 41.120.02 7 31.6 37 53.63
4.7 11 23.9 107 24.022.9 12 48.0 37 27.8 40 43.01 226.7 9.13
10.8 4.74.8 211.5 212.0 21 4.60.04 0 53.237.2 35
1.66.51 0.000.0 0.80 00.00 0 0.0 70.0 7.l 335
12 2.71 1.1 4.81.5 6 13.01 1.4 220 0.00.0 0.00 06
4.4 1.31 4.8 60.0 2 21 4.0 0.8 00.00.0 0 0.0 007 and over
15Total 100.0 22 100.0 69 100.0 25 100.0 133 100.0 93 100.0 42 100.0 46 100.0 445 100.0
3.4 10.3 100.015.54.9 29.9 20.9 9.45.6
% % % %
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Table 26
Relationship Between Soy Consumption and Family Size
( New Territories)
Soy Consumption
Total86 9a and over4 75(Unit: bottle) 2 persons 3
%No.No,NoNo.No.No.No.No.No.
16.20.0 1300.0025.010 0.0 32 50.0 3.82 100.01 5 55.6
0.0 2502 22.2 31.32 16.71 14.3 14 53.92 50.04 44.40.002
1 28.76 50.0 9.1 238 30.8 3 33.30.000.000.0 5 71.403
12.51041 11.11 8.311.5 36.41 14.30.000.00 30.004
42 18.22 22.2 5.00.000.000.000.000.000.005
427.21 11.10.0 5.000.00 30 0.00.000.000.006
1.3110.0 0 0.00.00 9.10.000.000.000.007 and over




Relationship Between Soy Consumption and Family Income
over$6,000000 $5,$3,000$2,000Soy consumption under $1,000
Total$7,000$6.000 $7.000$5,000$4,0001.000 $3,000$2,000(Unit:bottle)
% %NoNNo.No.No % NoNoNo.No.
122 23.240.001 6 35.38.4 57.10.0015 24.6 75 23.0 21 24.11
2 28.6 208 39.62 4o.o29.457 58.33 30.026 42.6 136 41.? 27 31.02
0.0 130 24.81 20.0 02 11.744 40.026.4 33.316 26.2 80 24.5 33
0 0.0 310.01 0 5.90.0010.3 2 20.0 5.94.94.9 16 94 3
2.10.0 111 20.0 00.000.000.001.2 640 0.0 7.05
1 14.3 161 20.02 11.8 3.00.000.000.001 1.6 116 3.4
1.30.000.01 0 71 10.0 0.001 1.14 1.2 5.90.007 and over
100.0100.0100.0100.0 12 100.0 17 100.0 52575Total 61 100.0 326 100.0 37 100.0 10
There is no relationship between soy consumptionThe null hypothesis:
and family income.
Decree of freedom: (7-1)(7-1)= 36
Level of significance: 5%
Resection region: X2= 51.0
Calculated Chi Square value: 32.58
Outcome: Accept the hypothesis
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1香 港 醬 油 消 費 者 購 買 行 為 之 研 究 　 　 阮 少 武
醬 油 素 有 國 粹 之 稱 ， 是 傳 統 上 不 可 或 缺 的 一 種 調 味 品
。 實 際 上 ， 膾 炙 人 口 的 中 國 菜 ， 十 之 八 九 都 少 不 了 它 ， 因
而 幾 乎 出 現 在 每 一 個 中 國 家 庭 的 廚 房 裏 及 餐 桌 上 。 這 一 廣
大 市 場 , 依 據 香 港 九 龍 醬 料 涼 果 聯 合 商 會 的 估 計 , 總 值 約
在 港 幣 九 百 萬 以 上 。 然 而 迄 今 為 止 , 尚 無 有 關 醬 油 消 費
行 為 的 可 靠 資 料 可 供 參 考 , 實 令 人 感 到 遺 憾 ！ 雖 然 醬 油 業
的 經 營 者 皆 知 以 顧 客 至 上 為 口 號 , 以 供 應 消 費 者 郝 需 要 的
產 品 為 目 標 , 但 對 於 消 費 者 背 景 , 購 買 動 機 , 以 及 購 買 型
態 缺 乏 認 識 ; 更 且 , 整 個 帝 場 的 大 小 也 無 可 靠 的 資 料 可 供
2決 策 的 參 考 , 大 部 份 僅 憑 過 去 的 經 驗 來 加 以 揣 測 . 盲 目 地
採 取 削 價 競 爭 以 求 市 場 佔 有 率 的 提 高 , 或 以 低 品 質 的 產 品
行 銷 市 面 , 徙 增 企 業 經 營 的 風 險 。
本 文 乃 針 對 以 上 事 實 從 事 研 究 ， 應 用 帝 場 研 究 的 方 法
、 探 討 香 港 、 九 龍 、 新 界 等 地 區 消 費 者 購 買 行 為 ， 動 機 、
與 型 態 ； 進 而 探 求 主 要 品 牌 的 佔 有 率 ， 以 衡 量 本 港 品 牌 與
泊 來 品 的 市 場 地 址 ， 及 彼 此 競 爭 形 勢 優 劣 之 因 素 ， 以 作 為
業 者 訂 定 行 銷 策 略 的 參 考 。
本 項 研 究 因 現 有 資 料 （ SECONDARY ） 缺 乏 ， 故 只 能 依 賴
實 地 調 查 （
FIELD SURVEY ） 來 取 得 必 需 資 料 。 作 者 首 先 採 用 分 層
3比 例 隨 機 抽 樣 法 將 全 港 分 為 城 市 （ 香 港 島 與 九 龍 ） 及 鄉 鎮 （ 新
界 ） 兩 大 抽 樣 區 （ SAMPLING AREAS ） ， 再 由 此 兩 區 中 之 二 十 七 個 分
區 （ DISTRICT ） 抽 出 樣 本 五 六 ○ 户 （ 城 區 四 七 一 户 ； 鄉 區 八 九 户 ） 。
然 後 由 作 者 本 人 與 其 他 四 位 訪 問 員 利 用 二 十 一 天 的 時 間 ，
實 地 訪 問 各 區 家 庭 主 婦 ， 填 寫 問 卷 ， 先 後 計 共 收 回 有 效 問
卷 五 二 五 份 （ 城 區 四 四 五 份 ； 鄉 區 八 ○ 份 ） 。 最 後 ， 將 問 卷 依
照 電 腦 程 式 （
COMPUTER PROGRAMME ） 規 則 ， 製 成 電 腦 卡 （ PUNCH CARD
， 利 用 Ｆ Ｏ Ｒ Ｔ Ｒ Ａ Ｎ
語 言 程 式 製 作 所 需 之 表 。 進 行 有 系
統 的 統 計 分 析 。
除 原 始 資 料 （ FIRSTHAND DATA ） 之 搜 集 外 ， 作 者 更 親 自 拜 訪
4數 家 醬 油 製 造 商 及 醬 油 商 會 之 秘 書 與 及 有 關 人 士 ， 聽 取 意
見 ， 了 解 市 場 及 生 產 情 況 ， 且 盡 量 索 取 有 關 資 料 。 此 外 ，
作 者 更 由 政 府 工 商 處 統 計 局 取 得 若 干 有 關 醬 出 入 口 及 內
銷 資 料 或 紀 錄 ， 收 獲 尚 稱 滿 意 。
由 於 金 錢 與 人 力 所 限 ， 本 項 研 究 僅 限 於 家 庭 方 面 之 消
頫 行 為 ， 原 因 乃 醬 油 市 場 之 最 主 要 消 費 單 位 。
本 文 包 括 三 個 主 要 部 份 ： （ 一 ） 明 瞭 市 場 競 爭 的 形 勢 ， 分
析 各 品 牌 在 市 場 中 的 地 位 ， 使 本 港 製 造 商 能 了 解 其 本 身 所
處 之 優 劣 環 境 ， 從 面 知 所 改 善 及 改 進 。 繼 而 分 析 消 費 者 之
品 牌 轉 換 行 為 ， 提 供 改 善 方 法 予 製 造 商 參 考 。 （ 二 ） 深 入 研 究
5消 費 者 之 購 買 動 機 ， 集 中 探 討 消 費 者 對 銷 售 店 舖 及 產 品 偏
好 的 動 機 所 在 ， 使 生 產 者 能 進 一 步 了 解 他 們 的 顧 客 ， 從 而
選 取 適 當 之 生 產 及 行 銷 策 略 。 （ 三 ） 詳 細 研 討 消 費 者 購 買 型 態
的 重 要 因 素 ， 諸 如 購 買 決 策 者 ， 購 買 者 ， 購 買 地 點 ， 以 及
每 月 用 量 ， 使 廠 商 能 設 法 迎 合 消 頫 者 的 購 買 習 慣 ， 吸 引 彼
等 對 其 品 牌 的 惠 顧 。 根 據 研 究 及 調 查 所 得 之 結 果 ， 能 述 要
點 如 下 ：
( 甲 ) 市 場 情 況
本 港 醬 油 業 自 十 多 年 前 大 陸 醬 油 與 日 本 醬 油 上 市 後 ，
即 進 八 一 新 紀 元 。 本 地 製 造 商 在 不 利 的 競 爭 形 勢 下 ， 小 型
6生 產 者 逐 一 遭 受 淘 汰 ， 略 有 規 模 者 則 不 斷 尋 找 及 開 拓 海 外
帝 場 ， 或 極 力 使 其 產 品 多 元 化 。 但 亦 有 二 三 製 造 者 發 展 為
龐 大 規 模 │ 如 淘 大 與 同 珍 ， 雄 據 市 場 。
（ 乙 ） 品 牌 佔 有 率
（ 一 ） 珠 江 牌 生 抽 王 （ 中 國 大 陸 唯 一 在 香 港 上 市 的 醬 油 ） 乃 全
港 最 暢 銷 者 ， 次 為 淘 大 ， 同 珍 。 日 本 醬 油 在 香 港 顯 未 被 廣
泛 接 受 ， 其 市 場 佔 有 率 甚 微 。 其 他 所 有 品 牌 僅 佔 市 場 總 銷
售 量 的 十 分 之 一 左 右 ， 而 且 以 新 界 為 主 。
( 二 ） 消 費 者 家 庭 教 育 背 景 與 醬 油 品 牌 的 偏 好 兩 者 間 顯
有 密 切 關 係 。 據 調 查 所 得 結 果 顯 示 ， 淘 大 與 日 本 萬 字 醬 油
7為 教 育 背 景 較 優 的 家 庭 所 偏 愛 ， 而 生 抽 王 則 迎 合 教 育 水 平
較 低 的 家 庭 。 同 珍 與 其 他 品 牌 的 醬 油 則 無 比 顯 著 現 象 的 發
生 。
（ 丙 ） 品 牌 轉 換
（ 一 ） 在 消 費 者 的 購 買 習 慣 上 ， 品 牌 轉 換 是 非 常 常 發 生 的
。 而 約 有 一 半 的 被 訪 者 表 示 他 們 並 無 任 何 品 牌 的 偏 好 。
（ 二 ） 味 道 善 ， 價 格 高 ， 品 質 不 可 靠 ， 時 常 缺 貨 等 因 素 ，
均 是 以 影 響 消 費 者 對 品 牌 的 選 擇 ， 使 他 們 常 轉 換 其 他 牌 子
。 生 產 者 應 針 對 生 產 與 行 銷 兩 大 問 題 加 以 改 善 ： 例 如 改 良
品 質 ， 釐 訂 適 當 的 售 價 政 策 ， 選 擇 合 適 的 分 配 通 道 。 及 注
8意 補 充 零 售 店 的 存 貨 等 。 此 等 改 善 既 可 穩 定 現 有 的 顧 客 ，
又 可 吸 引 新 的 惠 顧 者 。
（ 三 ） 沒 有 品 牌 偏 好 的 消 費 者 ， 常 根 據 下 列 標 準 選 擇 醬 油
： 最 著 名 的 牌 子 ， 售 價 最 低 者 ， 無 目 的 選 擇 ， 或 店 員 的 介
紹 。 在 新 界 方 面 ， 店 員 對 顧 客 品 牌 的 選 擇 具 有 相 當 的 影 響
力 量 。 據 作 者 觀 察 ， 此 乃 由 於 商 店 與 消 息 者 間 存 在 有 較 深
厚 的 交 情 。
（ 丁 ） 消 費 者 對 商 店 及 品 牌 的 偏 好 態 度
（ 一 ） 消 費 者 對 品 牌 的 偏 好 及 對 銷 店 的 偏 好 ， 顯 與 地 理
區 位 有 關 ： 新 界 地 區 的 消 費 者 似 乎 對 銷 售 店 偏 愛 較 大 ， 而
9香 港 ， 九 龍 地 區 的 消 費 者 對 兩 者 的 偏 好 則 無 多 大 差 別 。
（ 二 ） 消 費 者 在 雜 貨 店 、 士 多 、 百 貨 商 場 ， 或 超 級 帝 場 購
買 醬 油 其 主 要 原 因 是 方 便 ， 以 及 認 為 市 場 比 較 便 宜 。
（ 戊 ） 消 費 者 對 產 品 偏 愛 的 動 機
（ 一 ） 在 產 品 特 色 方 面 ， 生 抽 王 具 有 與 象 不 同 的 特 色 , 一
般 偏 爱 此 一 品 牌 的 消 费 者 都 认 为 生 抽 王 的 顏 色 較 淺 ， 且 含
糖 量 較 低 。 生 抽 王 之 所 以 能 暢 銷 全 港 ， 與 它 的 產 品 時 色 應
有 一 定 的 關 係 ， 本 港 製 造 商 應 對 此 點 深 自 撿 訂 。
（ 二 ） 在 產 品 包 裝 方 面 ， 一 般 被 訪 者 都 強 調 玻 璃 瓶 是 較 佳
的 盛 載 器 皿 。 但 在 新 界 方 面 ， 有 不 少 消 費 者 認 為 塑 膠 瓶 與
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木 桶 較 為 理 想 ， 因 為 他 們 要 求 較 大 的 盛 載 容 器 。
（ 三 ） 在 標 籤 設 計 方 面 ， 被 訪 者 一 致 認 為 生 抽 王 的 標 籤 最
能 吸 引 注 意 力 。 廠 商 應 針 對 此 項 發 現 而 改 善 其 所 用 標 籤 。
（ 四 ） 在 產 品 價 格 方 面 ， 以 低 價 格 行 銷 似 乎 較 為 有 利 。 事
實 上 ， 生 抽 王 ， 淘 大 銀 標 ， 及 同 珍 金 標 之 能 取 得 較 高 的 市
場 佔 有 率 ， 足 以 証 明 此 點 ， 因 為 它 們 都 是 以 低 價 格 行 銷 於
市 。
（ 己 ） 消 費 者 的 購 買 型 態
（ 一 ） 在 購 買 決 策 方 面 ， 家 庭 主 婦 無 疑 地 是 主 要 的 決 策 者
。 但 在 新 界 方 面 ， 家 長 則 承 擔 了 不 少 決 策 責 任 。 一 般 言
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之 ， 子 女 在 家 庭 是 主 要 的 決 策 影 響 者 。
（ 二 ） 決 策 者 的 年 齡 隨 地 理 區 域 不 同 而 各 異 。 新 界 區 的 決
策 者 年 齡 似 較 地 市 區 者 為 大 。 兩 者 相 同 之 點 是 在 教 育 方 面
： 他 們 普 遍 都 是 教 育 不 多 的 人 。
（ 三 ） 大 眾 傳 導 媒 體 的 廣 告 對 決 策 者 的 影 響 力 不 大 ， 祇 有
約 四 分 之 一 的 被 訪 者 表 示 他 們 的 決 策 曾 受 到 廣 告 的 左 右 。
在 各 種 媒 體 中 ， 電 視 最 為 生 產 者 所 採 用 ， 報 紙 次 之 ， 收 音
機 又 次 之 ， 雜 誌 則 未 被 採 用 。
（ 四 ） 除 從 事 決 策 外 ， 家 庭 主 婦 實 際 上 也 是 醬 油 的 主 要 購
買 者 ， 雖 則 不 少 的 購 買 責 任 已 由 子 女 們 分 擔 。 家 長 雖 然 也
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是 較 重 要 的 購 買 決 策 者 ， 但 他 們 很 少 親 自 購 買 。
（ 五 ） 在 購 買 地 點 方 面 ， 雜 貨 店 顯 然 是 最 常 被 光 顧 的 地 方
， 士 多 與 市 場 亦 能 吸 引 不 少 的 購 買 者 。 城 市 地 區 與 鄉 鎮 地
區 在 這 方 面 的 不 同 之 處 ， 為 百 貨 商 場 ， 超 級 市 場 ， 及 推 銷
員 的 地 位 。 根 據 作 者 的 調 查 顯 示 ， 利 用 推 銷 員 推 銷 醬 油 的
作 法 在 城 市 地 區 絕 對 不 流 行 ， 而 百 貨 商 場 及 超 級 市 場 等 較
新 型 及 大 規 模 的 銷 售 店 舖 ， 在 新 界 尚 在 初 步 發 展 中 。
（ 六 ） 消 費 者 的 家 庭 教 育 顯 然 與 購 買 地 點 有 密 切 關 係 。 根
據 調 查 發 現 一 般 低 教 育 水 準 的 家 庭 比 較 喜 歡 在 雜 貨 店 或 市
場 購 買 醬 油 ， 而 教 育 水 準 較 高 的 家 庭 則 常 在 士 多 ， 百 貨 商
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場 或 超 級 市 場 購 買 。
（ 七 ） 家 庭 醬 油 消 耗 量 隨 調 查 地 區 之 不 同 而 各 異 。 仍 者 從
所 抽 取 之 樣 本 中 發 現 鄉 鎮 地 區 的 平 均 家 庭 人 數 較 城 市 地 區
為 多 ， 而 醬 油 消 耗 量 又 與 家 庭 人 數 有 著 不 可 分 離 的 關 係 ，
因 而 可 以 推 斷 鄉 鎮 家 庭 每 月 平 均 購 買 次 數 切 較 城 市 家 庭 為
多 。
（ 庚 ） 其 他 重 要 發 現
（ 一 ） 從 製 造 商 （ 本 港 製 造 商 亦 即 供 應 商 ） 對 零 售 店 的 行 銷 了
解 程 度 來 看 ， 前 者 對 後 者 的 銷 售 情 況 顯 然 不 甚 明 暸 ， 此 點
可 從 製 造 商 對 零 售 店 的 存 貨 補 充 速 度 看 出 。 零 售 店 往 往 在
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存 貨 售 灼 之 後 再 等 待 一 段 時 間 才 能 獲 得 補 充 ， 或 常 常 收 到
不 需 要 的 供 應 。 總 之 ， 製 造 商 此 種 不 規 律 的 存 貨 補 充 方 式
， 常 迫 使 零 售 店 轉 而 依 賴 生 抽 王 的 供 應 商 ， 由 此 而 自 己 引
來 競 爭 。 作 者 認 為 本 港 醬 油 製 造 商 應 對 此 問 題 作 深 入 的 研
討 ， 力 求 改 善 。
（ 二 ） 從 製 造 商 與 零 售 店 的 關 係 來 看 ， 前 者 所 給 予 後 者 的
銷 售 條 件 （ 包 括 付 款 期 限 之 長 短 ） 顯 然 是 影 響 彼 此 關 係 的 重 要
因 素 。 根 據 調 查 所 示 ， 本 港 製 造 商 所 提 供 的 付 款 期 限 ， 較
生 抽 王 供 應 商 所 提 供 者 為 短 ， 因 而 零 售 店 遂 羣 各 生 抽 王 尋
求 更 方 便 的 週 轉 。 在 此 情 形 下 ， 香 港 產 品 自 難 成 為 生 描 王
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的 對 手 。 作 者 認 為 ， 本 港 生 產 者 的 當 前 急 務 ， 在 改 善 他 們
與 零 售 商 之 間 的 關 係 ， 給 予 後 者 更 多 的 方 便 和 激 勵 ， 使 其
能 繼 續 代 理 生 產 者 的 牌 子 並 大 力 推 廣 ， 如 此 始 有 發 展 的 前
途 。


